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"Top Secret Information."

There was a series of extraordinary UFO incidents in Brazilian territc>ry during the 1957-58
time period. While there were some official efforts made to keep certain facts from becoming
public, such a policy was very hard to implement. Realizing that total secrecy was a faint
nope, Brazilian authorities did acknowledge that certain events had transpired. Some ofthe
data, however, remained "Top Secret."

Civilian UFO investigator Olavo Fontes was able to learn something about this "special"
information. The Itaipu fortress UFO "attack" was a good example. He learned that the coastal
gun battery had experienced a total loss of electrical power during a UFO close approach (and
that a joint American-Brazilian military team investigated the "attack."). One other case that
had its "Top Secret" aspect was UFO activity at Trindade Island. According to Brazilian
newspaper reporter Paulo Campos, who claimed his news source was the "best possible," the
Trindaae case made a deep impression on the military because radio transmitters and any device

j r with magnetic needles creased operating while a UFO remained in the vicinity. The loss of
electrical power was the "Top Secret" part ofthe Trindade story. When a "Secret" memoran-

1 * dum on the Trindade case was provided to members ofthe Brazilian House ofRepresentatives
on April 17, 1958, the document omitted any mention ofelectrical failures. Brazilian Navy

! Minister Admiral Alves Camera confirmed the existence of something classified higher than
l "Secret." During an interview with the press concerning the Trindade case, Admiral Camera

said: ".. .the Brazilian Navy had a big secret which cannot be released, because it cannot be
explained." (1.)

Civilian UFO investigators and researchers in America often wondered about BLUE BOOK'S
apparent jack ofenthusiasm about electromagnetic reportsflEM cases), especially the spectacular
car stopping incidents in 1957 at Levelland, Texas. Was there a "Top Secret" element to UFO

; reports being compiled by the U.S. Air Force? The Kinney case may provide a clue.

"Why, what have I done?' The climax to the to the November 11, 1958, Kinney case.

Dr. Robert Kinney, whose wife was a Lt. Colonel in the Civil Air Patrol, wrote Dr. J. Allen
Hynek about a UFO thatpassed close by his house in 1958. Mrs. Kinney was the only one home
that night except for the family pets. Considerable electrical damage was done toelectrical

1 r wiring and appliances (For the details the reader is referred to my history bc>oklet covering the
I . date: 11 November 58). Months after the UFO incident Mrs. BCinney received a surprise phone

call. Mrs. Kinney's husband tells the story:

"In the spring of 1959 Forbes Air Force Base phoned my wife to report 'at

I • once' to the oase commander. She changed into her C.A.P. uniform and drove
the fifteen miles. With the commander were the provost marshal, the oper-

i ■ ations officer, and (she seems to recall) a visiting general. Like a slap in the
face, the commander's greeting to her was, 'Ifyou were under my command,

' ' Colonel, I'ld demote you.' It wasn't friendly. She plead[?] surprised, 'Why,
what have I done?' He told her: 'Why didn t you call me just as soon as you

J saw that UFO in your yard?' She answered, 'I was afraid it would be pre-
j i sumptuous to phone the base commander about such a thing at 1:40 a.m. to tell ,

him. He explained why he felt frustrated, 'What did you do with the refriger
ators, and the radios, and those broken burned-out fuses?' She recounted. "I

) called the electrician. I had to feed my dogs [We raised a kennel full of anoth-
I * er dozen spaniels, besides those that slept with us] and all that fresh meat was

about to spoil. I threw the fuses in the trash. I got the wiring replaced so we
I - wouldn't set fire to the house.' He bemoaned, 'The Air Force has waited for
I a long time to get their hands on such motors, and things that have reacted to a
1 ■ UFO s approach.' [My wife, despite all her years ofserving the Air Force

auxiliary, Civil Air Patrol, and her intensive study to ascend up through the
} ' ranks, Had never heard a single thing about it's concern with UFO's]. He went



j

on, The Air Force would have delivered to you immediately two new refrig-
erators and taken those two of yours to investigate. We would have redone
your wiring and fuses and radios, just for the privilege ofgetting the damaged
stuff to study.' That closed the matter. She heard nothing more." (2.)

1 April. Near Orting, Washington, (about 8:19 p.m.)

"We have hit something, or something has hit us."

A plane crash, UFO reports, and suspicious activity by the military, prompted Robert
Gribble's UFO organization to investigate. Gribble's Aerial Phenomena Research Group
produced two reports on the case. The first one is more general in nature than the second.
The first one states:

"At 6:29 P.M., Wednesday, April 1, 1959, a C-l 18 transport—with a crew
of four aboard-^-took off on a local training flight from McChord Air Force Base, ! '
Tacoma, Washington. About 1 hour and 15 minutes after taking off, the pilot I .
radioed: "We have hit something, or something has hit us.' (The exact location -
ofthe plane at the time of this message is unknown.) , "

"The pilot then called 'Mayday,' the international distress signal, and reported <
he was headed back to the base. (The exact time that this message was transmit- i -
ted is unknown.)

"Then came the final message: 'This is it.' j r
"The C-l 18 crashed 5 miles S.E. of Sumner, Washington—between Sumner j

and Orting, Washington—^at about 8:19 P.M., about 30 minutes after the 'contact'
message. Although we did not see the wreckage ourselves, we did talk to wit
nesses who did. They said the plane, a four engine transport, was 'shredded' be
yond belief, smashed to bits. It was reported that two bodies were found buried ,
Meep' in the ground. This report fits-in with statements to A.P.R-G. investiga
tors that the plane slammed into the ground, straight down, while in a horizontal
position, as tnough it had been thrust to the ground by an unseen force. Three of
the crew members have been found. The fourth member ofthe crew is still miss- i

ing.
"Incidents preceding and following this crash make the entire case highly un- j *

usual. They are listed in their order. i
"1. At 7:00 P.M., a series of mysterious aerial explosions shook the north

Seattle area.
"2. At 7:20 P.M., the entire greater Seattle area was shaken by a tremendous ; r

aerial explosion. Damage was reported. j
"3. At 7:45 P.M., Mr. Sam Snyder, ofGraham, Washington, (near the crash

area) said, his wife and a guest witnessed a brilliant glow through the timber in r
the direction ofthe crash scene. After dying out, it was followed by a second
glow, which soon disappeared. 1 .

"Mysterious aerial explosions and the type glow seen near Graham are often i A
reported with UFO sightings. (A.P.R.G.'s comment) ]

"4. During the early hours ofdarkness, exact time unknown, mysterious light
ed objects were seen in the sky from Kent, about 20 miles north ofthe crash scene, | r
to Carbonado, about 8 miles S.E. ofthe crash scene. They were also reported in I
the Mt. Rainier area. Sightings ofthese mysterious objects in the Ortine area
was confirmed on April2nd in a telephone conversation with Orting's Chiefof
Police and the Public Information Officer at McChord Air Force Base. How- r
ever the P.I.O. at McChord said the objects were 'flares being dropped by para- t
chute during a parachute jump exercise at Fort Lewis., which is located next to
the air base. Mr. Delwood, News Chief at Fort Lewis denied that such an exer
cise was in progress on the night ofthe crash. j

"5. Witnesses in the Sumner area stated that, as the C-l 18 passed over their ' ■
area, none ofthe four engines were running. The same witnesses said that two
parachute-like, glowing objects were following the transport, and they also noted



that part ofthe tail assembly was missing.

' 6. Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jones, ofOrting, said they saw-three or four parachute-
like objects in the air as the plane passed near their home. The Air Force had
no comment regarding these objects.

"7. At 10:00 P.M., another series of mysterious explosions shook the
Seattle area.

"8. About 10 o'clock on the morning following the crash, an anonymous
phone call was received 'at A.P.R.G. National Headquarters in Seattle, which
stated that: 'radar at McChord Air Force Base' had picked up UFO's prior to
the crash.' The P.I.O. office at McChord neither admitted or denied this to be
a fact.

"On Saturday, April 4th, a group ofA.P.R.G. investigators went
Orting-Sumner area to investigate the reports ofUFO's seen in the a

: to the
w area prior

to the crash. We had been advised, in a telephone conversation with Mr. Fred
Emard, Orting's ChiefofPolice, that he would be glad to furnish us with in
formation regarding the sightings ofmysterious lighted objects but, we would
have to come to Orting so that he could 'see who he was talking to.' We
obliged.

Upon our arrival in Orting, we found the chief in conference with an Air
Force Colonel. The town was alive with Air Force Brass. After waiting about
15 minutes at his home for an interview, the Chief arrived, announced that he
had nothing to say to members of our group, then left. We were advised that
any statement the chief had for our group could be made through McChord Air
Force Base. The chief, and other officials of Orting had been silenced. This
was a statement given to us by a source close to the chief. It is not a theory on
the part of the group whih visited Orting.

'Since the crash, the Air Force had been working frantically and silently,
trying desperately to silence anyone and everyone witnessing tne crash or Hav
ing any information pertaining to the crash.. Residents ofthe Sumner-Orting
area have been advised not to discuss the crash with anyone. They have been
bluffed into submission. Airport tower operators at some local airports have
been 'forced' by Air Force officers to sign affidavits which compels them to
remain silent about the crash. No sign, no job. Free country?

"One gentleman, who was one or the first to arrive at the crash scene, talk
ed frankly and freely ofwhat he had seen and heard. Then, he was silenced,
too. His experience with the crash was bad enough, but his experience with
censorship left him 'shook-up,' but good.

"The citizens ofthe Sumner-Orting area are silent and scared. They know
something is wrong, but they can't put their finger on it. What is the Air Force
trying to Ride? Did the Air Force radar see a UFO hit the C-118? Were there
eyewitnesses to the 'contact' which the pilot reported? Is this the reason for
all the secrecy?

"We of A.P.R.G. have heard a lot about the Air Force censorship regard
ing UFO's. Many members of A.P.R.G. were reluctant to believe these stories.

"The Air Force actions in connection with the crash of the C-l 18 has
shocked these members into a reality which they shall never forget. They have
experienced the censorship first hand.

"We were advised, through a source in Orting, to mind our own business,
or else.

"We called their bluff, and continued our investigation.
"Air Force officers have not been successful in their desperate attempt to

silence all witnesses and sources of information. We have received a consid
erable amount of information which is being checked out. Much ofthis is of
a startling nature, and must be supported by additional data before being re
leased." (3.)



A second A.P.R.G. report deals with some notes made during a field investigation. By
questioning witnesses living in the Orting-Sumner area who observed the C-118 seconds
before it crashed, it was determined that any UFO sightings reported during that time were
not vaild. Mr. Verne Frese, in charge of a team ofthree investigators, wrote:

"Since we had found no indication ofany UFO activity of any kind from
any ofthe witnesses, we decided that further investigation would only fix the
path of the plane more accurately but this was not the purpose ofour investi

gation. , . t _ . . ...
"The general conclusion ofour team was that the low flying plane hit a

tree which resulted in damage ending in engine fire and crash. We were un
able to correlate the dramatic and graphic description ofour first witness. The
only really unusual evidence was the conflicting statements ofthe Air Force
ana the published reports." (4.)

2 April. Captain Killian.

"Silenced rumor verified."

Civilian UFO investigator Gladys Fusaro wanted a definite answer so she contacted the
airline pilot at his home:

"1 called Capt. Killian to verify the rumor ofhis being 'silenced' - He an
swered the phone himself and after identifying myself, I asked him if he would
care to comment on the report that he had been 'silenced' - that he could an
swer either 'yes' or 'no' ii nothing else. He paused for a moment, then said,
'Let's put it this way: My company doesn't want me to talk about it no more.'
After Ithanked him for speaking to me, I ended the conversation..." (5.)

3 April. Northern Finland.

"New Sputnik?" (See clipping right)

3 April. Ocoee, Florida. (7:30 p.m.)

"I think I saw a flying saucer." (See clipping below)

Flying Saucer Sighted At Ocoee

Editor; I think I saw a flying saucer'

VORLD-TELEGRAM '

TUESDAY, APRIL 7, 1959

April 3 at about 7:30 p.m. across Lake

Starke. '-"■'

I saw a reflection across the Water.

Realizing there was no moon ,1 watched

lor 15 minutes. The object was a green

ish yellow in color, would rise from;a'

low height until out of sight'in the

heavens. '* *';- "

It would reappear gradually to the

same position east over the lake. It did

this three times hovering at about the

same height over the lake on the l_ast

appearance after a statlonary*piuse of

about two minutes. .* *.*"%%.'&

It ascended very rapidly'in' i'verticle

position until finally it'disappeared. It

appeared to be wider than high.

^rwewaited two weejes and read your

.paper hoping someone* else saw it and

wquld write in. I'm still doubtful, how*

ever I sa-v something and a plane does

not go up and down vertically at tha

rate of speed this object did.

JOHN WILMETH

Ocoee

ORLANDO, FLA.

SENTINEL
0 67 196 S. 66 028

APR 21 1959

New Sputnik

Seen by Finns
A mysterious flying object

described as "riuch brighter

than a sputnik" crossed the

northern Finnish sides' near

the Soviet border late Friday,

it was reported in Helsinki.

The reports said the object
traveled at about the speed

of the first Soviet satellite

and was seen near Kuusamo

in northeastern Finland, about

20 miles from the Soviet bor

der.

Newspapers said "flying

lights", have been seen sev
eral times during- the past

winter, Indicating that the

Soviet Union h conducting:

some kind of tests In the

sparsely settled Arctic areas. |

t *

4 »

I -
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WIESBADEN, Germany

USAFE officials hero ere investi

gating- , "an. alleged flying- object"

that reportedly was seen- by several
persons from their balconies in

the American housing area In

nearby Darmstadt

The. sighting was reported at

8:30-pm and was said ..to have

lasted 10 minutes. > V . -

Daniel Hey, Jr., American civilian

employed at The Stars and Stripes,

said lie saw a bright light In the

sky "tjiat moved west "by liorthwest.
He said the light was at a height

of from7 two to four miles and was
above planes flying In anff out of

Rhine-Main Air Base, j j .

Others* who saw the Btrange ob
ject were 1st Lt and Mrs. -Thomas

Carllne, of Ely, "Nev. : ■

"'It reminded me of the light

depicted In scenes of the Star of

Bethlehem," Mrs. Cartine said -"It

was about two to four time's larger
than any .star In the sky and moved

upward, downward and sideways."

ie last previously reported
strange flying object over this city
was about two years ago, when SO

to 60 Germans reported sighting it

7 April. Darmstadt, Germany. (8:30 p.m.)

"An alleged flying object." (See clipping to the left)

9 April. Amston, Connecticut, (early evening)

"Fast moving ball that bounced." (See clipping below)

HARTFORD, CONN.

COURANT
D. 104,765 S. 145 527

APR 10 1959

Amston Trio

Spots Strange

Light In Sky

>HEBRON (Special) - Three
Amston residents were puzzled

Thursday night by what appeared

to be an "unMpntified flyfnp "h-

ject." Mr. and Mrs. Ray Barton

ana" Mrs. William Burba, all of

Old Hebron Road, reported that

they were out gathering fishing

worms early in the evening when

they spotted a fast-moving ball of

light which spanned half the skv

and then suddenly "bounced"

back again within a split-second

Barton said that the light came

from the Northwest and returosd

in the same arc. disappearing be*

hind clouds He said that the light,

uhich appeared to his eyes to be

about four inches wide, did not

seem to be either an airplane or a

spotlight because of Us immense
spread.

9 April. Papua, New Guinea. (6:50 p.m.)

"Tilley lamp seen again."

This UFO sighting involved the Missionary-in-Charge for Papua, the Rev. William Booth
Gill. Missionary Norman Cruttwell wrote:

"On April he [Rev. Gill] was on his little 16 foot launch about a mile off
shore, coming home from visiting an outstation. It was 6:50 p.m., and just
about dark. The weather was clear overhead, but there were clouds and rain
squalls about. The mountains were a dark silhouette against the still glowing
sky.

"He suddenly noticed a bright white light iike a Tilly lamp,' apparently
high up on the flank ofMt. Pudi, not far from the summit. He estimates that
the light was about 500 feet from the top. It was quite stationary, and he im
mediately thought: 'Oh, there must be someone up there with a Tilley lamp.'



The Papuans with him all noticed the light. He was puzzled about the light,
but not unduly so, and looked away, continuing to read his book. Five min
utes later he looked up again, but the mountain was in darkness. The light
had disappeared. This again seemed odd, but he took no notice, and went on
reading. After another five minutes he was aware ofthe light again, shining
out from the mountainside, but to his surprise it was shining from a complete
ly new position on the opposite side ofthe mountain. It had moved quite a
mile to the east, quite impossible, if a man had been carrying it." (6.)

When the sun rose, Rev. Gill could examine the flank ofMt. Pudi in some detail. The terrain

was quite steep and there was no sign of habitation or even trails where a person might walk. It
was suggested that the light originated from something hovering in the air. (7.)

12 April. Lemore, California.

"Insufficient evidence."

The Lemore case contains too many unclear statements to be taken seriously, but a remark

made by the Air Force evaluator concerning UFO evidence is worth noting. (See below) (8.)

*uuj.ua waen"It disappeared•- However* there is no mention of radial vexo^.

in th^report^'Va&^'^s,.. *r> *i -**■,' *s. •- • i*'ii^^""'* ^w1^ \-~3^'* ~'~-.\

c

r;

12 April. Montreal, Canada. (8:00 p.m.)

"Mysterious red light." "It was a genuine unidentified flying object."

A UFO sighting at a playing field in Montreal's north end caused quite a stir. It even
prompted Wflbert Smith, who once operated a "flying saucer sighting station," to comment.

(See clippings on page 7)

13 April. Sandwich, Illinois. (6:55 p.m.)

According to a story in the NICAP UFO Investigator.

"A UFO similar in appearance to the one seen over Montreal the night be
fore was reported by Jen Benson and another witness at about 6:55 p.m. (CST).
The apparent brightness ofthe object, which was first noted at about 10 degrees
elevation in the NNW sky, was comparable to a first magnitude star. Bringing
a 60 power telescope to bear on the UFO, the two men saw that it was a red
spheriod with three bright lights near the edge. It moved slowly toward the
NE." (9.)

13 April. Antigo and Madison, Wisconsin, (night)

A military teletype report concerning this incident contains few details, but what there is
sure seems interesting. Some objects were seen high in the sky. The top ofthe objects had red
and green lights with a white light below. No sound was heard. Radar picked up targets at the
same time. Some 25 to 30 blips were noted. Some ofthe blips were in line but most ofthe
blips were scattered. The blips were highly maneuverable ana followed erratic courses, at times
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A mysterious red 3jght. which
hung in the'ilr,-f6jf afaw1 minutes
last night1 over SfyHu'bert RCAF
base,'still liatf ftol^beetf Identified
today.' ;.^>'i|[j53,%v','J-f'.'

I Control;" tower observers at St.
Hubert *ahd \ hundreds ■ of south
shore residents- reported seeing
the ligh^at 8 rp.m;^ ■ /

"It was-a feenuihe unidentified
flying object as, far* as we are
concerned," jsaid 'an"'Air 'Force
spokesman. ' \ '. r ,.

The ' light did > hot; 'show^ on
radar screens which ^cover the
St. Hubert and Montreal area It

hung between 3,000 and 7,000

feet. ' . "f-

tihi
v;ect

MONTREAL m^Air rs
authorlties^yere" fcialfhejfito&ay by,

;ten0ffii£unlie1b'tiiE^&Jflying
lat .snowed lupjas a reu

'''(6a'Via*<fa'^lkej 'air de-
/Mise establisfiment^^iea'rJ here
'and disappeared noFtti at'a^ speed
estlm«jed' faster than" 6ound.
11 The'object
ter onrr8dar avi«uaViitBJLm.v« »*

'about' 8 p.m!'(EST),yeV{erday'by
control 'towers1 ■'bBserVefs "aC the
St." Hubert air .base'and'by sev-
eral' hundred "other' airport per
sonnel and districfresidents

"It was a genuine TJ.F.O (uni-

we are concerned/Van'Air Force
spokesman/said. '<

Weather " bureau officials
speculated, that -it might-.have-
been a weather balloon, but bal
loons usually carry <a;white light.

Some observers said the lighj
was shaped like .■ "long ^cigar,"
and others said it was more like
"a black ball with a red light
on'it." .* ? t , /■*'-■■• /,
Trevor Thompson,^'4052'High

land . a.venue, said,'he;was in tn6
street when he noticed'-the, light,
which'semed to be standing still

It then:,moved slowly off and
took-about four minutes to pass

out of sight,' he said.
• Telephone calls from people
who ''had seen the light bom

barded the St. Hubert- switch
board. • «

An Air Force' spokesman said
"it could possibly, have been an

aircraft", although an aircraft
should have shown up on radar
screens Control tower "officials

who checked later to see it .air
craft flying over the city;,resem

bled the red, light, 'agreed- that
there was no' resemblance, 'but
said'that from certain angles,-an
aircraft could'perhaps' 'look like
the' mysterious light. lr '.' ; (,'*
"Everybody had a slightly dif

ferent story," [the RCAF-.spokes

In Ottawa, a govetriffleri
'gineer, who briefly ran tf-flying
saucer, sighting station, said to
day an unidentified fljing object
iseen hovering near Montreal was
probably a space craft/
The engineer, Wilbert B.

Smith, told United Press Interna
tional in an interview today the
report was like hundreds that
have filtered across his desk
since World War II.

Smith, superintendent of radio
regulations .engineering for' the
Trtn«p6rt Department, said such
objects:appear red when station
ary "and change to, orange and
white when nrtoving. -•-'• 'r*
He said objects brought to' his

attention have ranged up to 150
feet Mn/-length' and .been either
round or cigar,-shaped>, -\\ :
* "I 'do know that .the • sightings
have .been taking'place at^ftej
same rate as always,", he /con
fined. "I receive-three or four
reports a "month year after year."
The mysterious object was re

ported today to have hovered for
several minutes Over a playing
field in Montreal's north end. ^«

Clause Mercier i said that he
and about 10 of his peighbors saw
tho- Sbject hoveringiover a park
area -at"i the ^intersection of- de
Fleurimont' and Gamier streets.

"ltn looked"', like' a'- big round
balloon, about110 feet in diameter*
with a yellow light:inside," said
Mercler^in.an Interview. "Fiery
sparks-came from" the underside
of the object.as it hovered over
the field.- { ' , 'i

"It*was very low and It,ap
peared as though it'was golng.toi
land.1 But after Ranging in" the
'air a few minutes it,took, off,- ris
ing ndt vertically but at a slant
and1 at a terrific speed. Within
two or three minutes we had lost
sight of it on the horizon." •':•
As It rose,,he said, the.yellow

light inside the balloon seeme'd
to go off. All that could be seen
was-a slight tnauvish glow from
the object. * ' ' ^
- He said the) sighting was made
about 8 pm.j approximately/.yjt

the same* time 'as people in sw
urbs on.the south shore opposite
Montreal were reporting a mys-
teriou8;red light.ovS&the RCAF,

±Lc,Jfu>fam
(Name of publication)

0^h.j
(Published at--City, Stjfte
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COSMIC CARTOONS &

MARTIAN

LAUGHS

reaching very high speeds. The blips were on radar

for a long time in large numbers. The length ofob

servation was officially listed as two hours. The

best the Air Force could do was blame the colored

lights on the Aurora and the radar returns on some

anomalous propagation. (10.)

On the lighter side, the Citadel Press published a

slim, soft cover book on cosmic humor in 1959. (11.)

The authors wrote in the introduction:

"Maybe it all started back in March, 1953. A

cartoon by A.S. Graham appeared that month in

The New Yorker showing two queer little beings

from outer space addressing a horse in a pasture.

The caption read: "Kindly take us to your President!"

13 April. News item:

"WASHINGTON, April 13—The Army and the Air Force are working on a
project 'we hope will be a flying saucer,' a defense official told the House Space
Committee today. J.B. Macauley, deputy director ofdefense research and en
gineering, said the 'flying saucer,' if developed, would not be capable of enter
ing outer space." (12.)

"That AVRO saucer - almost as mythical as Otis Carr's"

The people at CSI New York got so fed up with official announcements about the so-called
AVRO craft they devoted two pages on their news bulletin to make complaints. An article like
this was long overdue. (See pages 9-11)

16 April. Capt. Killian and his silencing.

Civilian UFO investigator Gladys Fusaro wanted more details on Capt. Killian's predicament
so she made another try. She didn't get to talk to the pilot but she did reach his wife. Gladys
reports:

"I took a chance on calling Capt. Killian again, to see whether or not he
might be able to give me an answer to a question I thought had been over
looked, fat least lhadn't recalled seeing anything in the newspaper reports
on it), which I considered important. Mrs. Killian answered the phone, and
recognized my voice. I asked ifthe Capt. was at home and she told me he
was in Washington. I then told her the reason for my call, and also asked
whether or not the imposed silence upon the Capt. was still in effect." 13.)

This is what Mrs. Killian said:

"The Capt. has been getting a few calls and he has referred them to the
Public Relations ofAmerican Airlines, as he isn't talking. What do you
want to know? Perhaps I can answer, I CAN TALK." (14.)

Gladys wrote:

"I asked her if the Capt. or the other pilots could ascertain whether the
three objects may have been positioned BETWEEN the planes. I also
asked ifl could 'quote' her." (15.)

i

t .



Source: CSI News Letter #11 7/15/59

THAT AVRO SAUCER - ALMOST AS MYTHICAL AS OTIS CARR'S

d» "STJ"' "F*"? \" 1951 by J°hn Fr03t for Av™K "5 of
t't>?« ?v."" ur deyel°Pnent f°r ™°™ than seven years, and by now it
tf n" ,hBr oha"=teristics of a legend--" a nodern myth," as our -

gist Dr. Carl Jung has so well put it
'1»£ tf n" ,hBr oha"=teristics of a
-el^ow-urologist Dr. Carl Jung has so well put it

.'.M»,/L,!arlr 3S 19*h> *h! anon5'mous European author of one version of the "V-7" or
"Nazi saucer" yarn wove the Avro saucer into his tale: he informed his readers that
the V-7'5 creator, "Dr., Heinrich Richard Miethe," was at that Till in Canada recon
atructing his wonderful;craft under the auspices of A.V. Roe (Awo?. The i.SSt

?S^St^2?iiS 'w^^f in 1958' When the E^li3h translation of Robe"
^resting but J factually-careless book Brighter Than a Thousand Suns

fltl rMt£"11?«Kth,i8v00Untly' (J""gK copied the tale, without acknow-
ittftl I ? ^^!r 1956 book by Rudolf Lusar-) Although the Research Staff is
f,J:Kl h?"^, Oi^he °Pinion that ^1 "Nazi saucers" were propelled solely by hot
Siriv^t?^* precaution of asking Avro to comment on the Lusar-Jungk story,
"if M Z7, ^°^ su3>r^se' we ™™ infonned by Avro's Publicity Supervisor that
'if this man Miethe exists, we have never heard of him."

aSset°^ ?v£* ard wtj',ojf h\ex±sts'" ^ certainly doesn't seem to be much of an
asset to Ayro. In late 1951*, the Canadian Government withdrew support from the
T!^Pr°^e ' because (in the words of Defence Production Minister C. D. Howe)

suilficien*lv Poising t b th i i
«T!^^ ( e ords of Defence Production Minister C. D. Howe)
t£ w. TJt ,^61? nsuilficien*lv Poising to be worth going on with...it did not seem
to have any useful purpose" (Manchester Guardian. 12/2/51.). A few months later, the
in ?;. h k / i pl^ed"P the tab, and immediately proceeded to shroud the project
in its habitual ridiculous secrecy (Toronto Globe & Mail. 8/23/55). Four years have
now passed since the Air'Force took over, and yet it appears that Dr. MiltheW
^°SS?^ rebuil<>inB the marvelous craft that he developed in wartune

tw h*TTr ^ne reading the newspapers of mid-April 1959 might well have thought
that he had finally succeeded. We quote from a UPI item by Norman Cornish datelmed
nasnlngton, h/lh/59:

| The United States will test-fly its first "flying saucer" this
summer, a defense expert said today,

» ' The expert, who is connected with the program, said the public
, t will be "absolutely amazed" at the new manned aircraft when

Pentagon secrecy wraps finally are taken off, perhaps this year,

1/ Our cogent reasons for this opinion would take too long to set forth here If
^he topic (a fairly active one in 1958) doesn't die a natural death in the meantime,
p.-3 hope some day to write it up in detail.

j ! ?/ Just to avoid any misunderstanding-ahis is sjjnply a bit of sarcasm, directed at

sKliedoe^mayTnannr^ ^i^iH1"*""^*11^^,^78..]?1?:'' for lnstance> that Lusar

1 .
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"I've never seen anything like it," he told UPI. He said the saucer ' >-
will be able to slcun close to the* ground, dart between trees, dip into

small valleys, ..thus confounding enemy radar. It will also be able to i »

hover over a fixed spot and r.iove sideways. ' '
i ;

The saucer will provide the Army with a modern airborne "cavalry," he
said. "Troops and supplies could be rushed anywhere..." etc, r

This sounded pretty exciting, and some vd.gs began to flip. "The disclosure that
the United States has the flying saucer is tremendously significant news, exclaimed
the Lehighton (Pa.) Leader. "Beyond doubt we have had the flying saucer for years— 1 r
since the time people started seeing them—but our government did not feel ready to

nomit it...Some people couldn't help but notice it flying around. These people were

ridiculed... America owes an apology to everyone who saw a flying saucer. ..It is good |

to know that we were not being observed by space after all..." j '

j i

We quote this effusion as a typical example of the way many people will grasp

avidly and uncritically at any "conventional11 explanation of UFOc, no matter how

patently inapplicable it may be. When (and if) the Avro saucer finally flics in j '
public, we may expect to see many editors come up with this fatuous "now it's all
explained11 reaction.

For it was indeed the Avro saucer that UFI's 'expert" was rhapsodizing about.-
"Erig.-Gen. Frank H. Britton, director of development for Army research, said the

new craft is the result of a joint.Army-Air Force program carried out by Avro Aircraft.
Ltd., of Canada" (AP dispatch, ii/lu/59).

i;
Well, just how good _is this "araa2ing" Avro 3aucer, after its seven years' j \

gestation? (All right, you can guess what!s coming. We're sorry to be so cynical
and "negative" about so many things, but unfortunately that's the v/ay reality is

apt to be. This world is full of disillusionments for the too-ready believer, and
a good vinegary skepticism is a heaHhy attitude—if not an endearing one for the
student of UFOs.) In illustration of this maxim, v;e conclude with some quotations
from an enlightening article in the Toronto Daily Star (2/26/59):

Avro's Flying Saucer - Is It a Joke or Will It Fly? ' "

... A spokesman in the department of national defence said he had 1 r
learned Avro might test a hand-made model of the saucer "within a j

fe?/ months".. .The test vehicle would be an early prototype of the *
final product...Even if the test flight of the vehicle were success
ful, he said, it would be years before it would go into production. 1 '
"I understand they are fairly well along with the first flight tests,"
he said. "It may be tv/o months, six months or a year before they l
get it into the air."

■■*"' The emphasis on flying close to the ground, however, probably reflects confusion
mi ween the Avro craft and several "ground effect" devices that were shown to the

'i' -jse Space Committee on April 13, 1-95°. These are simply flat platforms that are
Upt just off the ground by compressed air blown out by fan3 underneath. Their

Military value was, as usual, grossly exaggerated by the newspapers; no one seemed
lc realize that something of this sort will only work over a perfectly smooth
surface.
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In Washington, top defense officials indicated they had pretty

veil given up hope the company's experiment would come to any

thing. "So far, we can't see any great" hope for the future,"

said one official, "but we may continue the contract in case the

company can turn up something."

A former Cabinet minister /probably Howe—CSI 1A&J who was
directly involved in the Liberal governments<s decision to

vathdraw support of the project in 1955, said the saucer
"was of no 'use to Canada whatsoever, either commercially or

militarily."

Speculation that the saucer could cross the Atlantic in two
and a half hours was "ridiculous," he said. "It!s a vertical

take-off plane and has no forward speed—or very little." He
described it as similar in principle to a helicopter, using jet

engines instead of propeller blades.

"I wasn't interested in the project in 1955 and I'm even less
interested now, " he said.

P.S. It is interesting, to use no stronger a word, that v/e have to go to a

Canadian newspaper to find an honest account of the status of this United States

rUit->ry project. It seems safe to say that no U.S. newspaper muld print criticise

v-*h $s th-.s; the Air Force would undoubtedly consider than a violation of its

"security.11 As v/e UFOlogists have good reason to know, the Air Force is apt to

define "security" as its right to do just as it pleases in aosclube secrec/—"secure"

from any inspection and possible reprimand by the public tnat foots all its b±lls.

Hey—Look, Fellowi—a Parking Platform

—Herblock In Washington "Post"
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Mrs. Killian gave this answer: ! '

j i

"Yes, you may quote me. I can't answer that question truthfully, as it
is a technical one. I do know, however, the Capt. radioed the other planes
in the area, and a triangulation was done by a United Airline plane, but I 1 !
can ask the Capt. and perhaps he will give me the answer, if he knows, and 1 I
you can call me again another time and I can let you know." (16.)

Encouraged by Mrs. Killian's cooperation, Gladys asked a more sensitive question: ' I
i i

"I asked her if the American Airline officials had been approached by
the Air Force, OSI, or CIA, requesting the 'silence' ofthe Capt. or was it I f
the company itself." (17.) !

Mrs. Killian's reply:

"The company was approached (not mentioning by whom—GF) re- ■
questing the 'silence' and ofcourse, they had to comply. The company at
NO time before this, requested the Capt. not to talk about the sighting and *
in fact, the company had newsmen and photographers at LaGuardia Air
port to meet the Capt. when he landed back in New York from his trip i
after the sighting." (18.)

| r

Gladys suggests a theory:

"I told her it had been rumored that perhaps American Airlines might
have feared that the publicity of Capt. Killian repeating his story would
harm a reported $8 million dollar sale ofsome of it's craft with an overseas
airline, night hurt the sale, especially ifword cot out that they sanctioned
the Captain's repeating ofthe report, so that the company may have im
posed the 'silent' treatment themselves." (19.) [

Mrs. Killian expressed her doubts:

"Don't believe it. The sale has already been made." (20.) I

Gladys speculates:

"I then discussed the futility ofthe imposed 'silencing' ofthe Capt.
after all the publicity given it in the newspapers and the tapes that had L
been made. I told her I thought it was 4silly."' (21.)

Mrs. Killian agreed: l

"Oh yes, definitely. Very much so. Oh, it makes me boiling mad!" I

Gladys asks about the future:

"I asked if the Capt. would be willing to go before the Space Commmit-
tee hearings in Washington and tell his story. (23.) '

Mrs. Killian responed:

"Definitely. In fact, a Senator (not named—GF) asked the Capt. if
he would come to Washington and tell his story. Tne Capt. said: 'Yes,
I would go, BUT you would have to subpoena me, THEN, I could talk.'"
(24.)

Gladys offered some encouragement:
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r r "}ye ^e trying to locate ground observers, I told her, who might have
! f seen these objects that night, too." (25.). *

Mrs. Killian offered to work with Gladys:

[ "We have gotten some letters, even from England, and one from a New
Jersey woman, who saw three lights in the sky that very same night. I will
mail you the names and I addresses. Call me again, ifyou wish.'^ (26.)

j Gladys would call again on the 21st.

17 APril- Yergalem, Ethiopia, (no time) |Eth'2!i
r —^ I ADDIS ABABA. April 17—A

| UFO over Ethiopia? (See clipping to the right) pETS*^
,_..._ pie In Sidamo Province in

. 17 April. Dawney, Argentina, (daytime?) 5£gJ h^^th*^
«a • i j* - waa a Sreen sPnere. It moved
An airplane Ot a Strange Shape." several times with a swaying

r motion over Yergalem, the
a««« j- * capital of the province.

r According to a newspaper account: ~ " " - -

1 "Workers at La Carlota farm stated emphatically that an airplane ofa
strange shape and had landed in the vicinity, but that it had immediately
taKen on again and moved away at high speed.'* (27 )

19 April. Colonel Philip Corso, "EBE's," and Project HORIZON.

t "••■strategic plan for

eSf "p S HORIZON

"Army Astronaut Says Space Beings May Prevent Moon Landings

1 !

i '

1 ' . 'l"^ vttim u aiiiiuM ucnamiv nnr thp nniv .nhni,;*^ "lanet in our
laxy '

bodies that would resent our intrusion on the JoJ*aSI rZe toTforce™
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" 'In order to be prepared for this possibility, he adds, our space ships will

have to carry arms.'" I r

'The possibility that other beings could have already be on the moon... j 1

has been suggested by Dr. John Russell, head ofthe University of Southern

California astronomy department. Without accepting UFOs as a feet, he > r

stated that the back side ofthe moon would be an ideal base for flying *

saucers from Mars which wished to scrutinize our planet. 'Once landed

on the back side,' he added, 'they would be absolutely safe from further de- 1

tection later on.'" (29.) I

21 April. Ruppelt revises his UFO book. r

A decision was made to revise (update?) E.J. Ruppelt's 1956 UFO book, The Report on Uni- *

dentifiedFlying Objects. Exactly when the decision was made, and who made it, is a matter of

some conjecture. One ofthe earliest, if not the earliest, indication ofa revision was contained 1

in a letter Ruppelt wrote to Anderson Flues. Flues, ex-Air Force, had worked on project BLUE

BOOK with Ruppelt. Apparently it was Ruppelt's plan to contact his old associates for some | f

imput before doing any writing. The letter to Flues was dated April 19,1959, but we don't | .

have a copy to study. We do have Flues' reply, dated May 12,1959, and from it we can guess

what was in Ruppelt's April letter. In regards to a rewrite, Flues mentioned: "I hope that it is

not too late for my thoughts on this matter to be enclosed in the rewrite ofthe book which

Doubleday is publishing." (30.) Ruppelt's "new" anti-UFO position is also hinted at, which

indicates his revision would be different from the original open-minded approach back in 1956. [

Flues wrote: "I agree with you that in our investigations we did not find anything solid enough \

to warrant the conclusion that we were dealing with interstellar space vehicles." (31.) Thus it

is very possible the Air Force, the CIA, or whoever, had no need to put pressure on Ruppelt r

after April. l

When Keyhoe finally learned ofthe revision, he checked his notes and noticed a change in

Ruppelt beginning in November 1957. During the Levelland flap Ruppelt had told the press 1

in San Diego sufficient evidence existed to warrant continued investigations into UFO reports. k

More importantly, Ruppelt stated that reports ofelectromagnetic interference and radiation

associated with UFOs were in BLUE BOOK files. Shortly thereafter Ruppelt was questioned ;

by a Congressional committee, the details ofwhich are unknown. In January 1958 Ruppelt

accepted, and then rejected, an invitation to appear on the Armstrong Circle Theater TV show. 4

That was when Keyhoe first suspected something was wrong. ] '

Keyhoe wondered ifpressure had been put on Ruppelt through his employer, but there was no

way ofconfirming such a theory. Ruppelt held a position in Northrop Aircraft's Engineering r

Divsion where he worked in the Weapon Systems Analysis Department. On various occasions !

Ruppelt travelled back east to a company called Armour Research, and also to Wright Field in

Ohio. Flues' letter seems to state ATIC was a destination for Ruppelt and not a side trip. Be- !

ing good friends, Flues offered Ruppelt a place to stay when he was in Chicago: "... if you would 1 1
find it convenient to lay over here during one ofyour trips either to Armour Research or to Air

Technical Intelligence Center, we can assure you a couple of stiffdrinks, a good meal, and a j '

very comfortable bed." (32.) A good indication Ruppelt was engaged in classified work is { *
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, T something he told Keyhoe in a letter dated August 3, 1957:

"It's difficult to give you a good solid reason why I've decided to stay

r - as far out ofthe UFO controversy as possible because I can't get specific

! about my work. You'll just have to take my word that I have a good rea
son." (33.)

I >
[, The employer theory assumes Ruppelt's writings might offend the military and result in the

canceling ofdefense contracts. Similarly, Ruppelt himself might have felt he should avoid

r controversial subjects while trying to do business with the people at ATIC.

Another scenario to explain Ruppelt's change ofattitude has been mentioned before: the

' r hysteria over Sputnik. There appeared to be a need to keep the public calm. The Russian

I threat was bad enough so alien invasion talk hardly helped the situation. The panic in London

over a TV "Invasion* play back on February 21, 1959, reminded everyone of Orson Wells'

r "Martian invasion" of New Jersey in 1938. Fears about a large-scale panic seemed to be

realistic. The possibility Ruppelt was told to change his ways during the November 1957

Congressional hearing fits nicely within the time frame ofthe hysteria over Sputnik.

i The "UFO program" launched early in 1959 by the Air Force to improve its image in the

wake ofattacks by NICAP and the Akron UFO group has to be considered a possible scenario

r to explain Rupplet's revision. Ruppelt's book was often referred to by Air Force critics so it's

; makes sense to imagine someone in the Pentagon suggesting a rewrite. Various Congressmen

were showing an interest in the Air Force's handling of the UFO problem and the military was

' desperate.

The terrible three.

The most intriguing hypothesis is similar in some respects to the Sputnik hysteria idea. Is it

plausible to believe developments in the UFO mystery reached some sort ofclimax in November

[ 1957? Could it be "Sputnik shock" was not the only disturbing event during that period, that

; something quite different happened that could have pushed the military into urging Ruppelt to

shift to a anti-UFO position?

* ! A guess would be the emergence of dramatic electromagnetic cases. The Levelland car stop-
[ ing incidents left little doubt there was a connection between EM effects and the close approach

ofUFOs. Also, the Brazilian EM experiences were known to the American military by then.

| Mrs. Robert Kinney's uncomfortable meeting with the commander of Forbes Air Force Base

i in the Spring of 1959 provides evidence the U.S. Air Force was trying to come to terms with
UFO reports that involved much more than mere visual sightings.

| ; EM cases presented the military with strong evidence for three terrifying conclusions:
I i

1. UFOs were real.

2. UFOs may be a threat.

3. UFOs were superior.

' 21 April. Gladys Fusaro phones Mrs. Killian again.
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Gladys reported: 1 i

"I had not recived a letter from Mrs. Killian containing the names and [ [

addresses ofpeople who had written the Capt. re his 'sighting' as per our [ [

telephone conversation ofApril 16th, so I called her again today [the 12st].
"Mrs. Killian answered the phone, and said: 'I am so glad you called [

me. I am sorry to have to tell you we don't have the letters that were sent t

to Peter, as any mail that doesn't require a reply, is thrown out, and I don't

have the names and addresses you wanted. I am sorry.' J F

"I told her that was too bad, as I did want so much to contact any i 1
ground observers that might have seen these objects, too. Then Mrs. Kil

lian went on to say: 'I asked the Capt. the question ofwhether the three ob- [ [

jects were positioned between the planes...'" (34.) J i

According to Mrs. Killian, her husband answered: j
i

"No, they were not. The objects were flying offmy left wing. They

were not above or below, they seemed to be right along side, at 8500 feet, j !
and maintained that position until I descended for a landing." (35.) ' 1

Gladys thanked Mrs. Killian for the information and hung up. Later in May, Gladys heard i

a rumor that both the Captain and his wife were under an imposed silence. (36.) l

T

21 April. Papua, New Guinea. (7:00 p.m.) !
i

"Turned on its tracks."

Another "Tilley Lamp" type report was made. This time on April 21st by an Australian l
trader named D.L. Glover who operated a small trade goods store in the village of Giwa. It

seems a strange light appeared in the sky over Mt. Pudi again as it did back on April 91.
This time the mysterious light moved out to sea and then returned to the vicinity ofthe Pudi

peak, the trip taking about 10 minutes. Once the light reached Mt. Pudi, it abruptly van

ished. t i
Previously, because the Papuan territory was so remote and primitive, the strange aerial l

lights were put in the UFO category since there was no known aircraft or ground sources

that could be responsible. Mr. Glover sighting introduces a new element. The Australian :

was convinced what he observed was not an airplane because: "...of the way in which it stopped

and reversed without turning." (37.) , r
1 j

22 April. Plymouth Valley, Pennsylvania. (9:05 p.m.)

r

"Mystery craft." (See clipping on page 16) j

23 April. Bradenton, Florida. (12:07 a.m.) m

{ >

Hovering object projects beams.
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Although its seems unlikely the witness knew how fast "1,000 miles per hour" would appear

to be, he did state that the UFO's speed seemed to be "two to three times" that of a jet plane.

Unfortunately the testimony ofthe second person in the car was not included in the report.

Raymond Nicoud was a second year college student living in Florida. The object he saw

appeared to be the size of a dime at arm's length and came into view at a site at the east edge of

the city of Bradenton. His story is quoted here for the reader's consideration:

"I distinctly remember the time because a radio

station we were listening to signed off the air. It

was three minutes after midnight when driving

home from a track meet we saw a brilliant red il

lumination just above the horizon. The object was

moving toward us. We stopped the car and got

out. The light stopped within a mile or two from

where we were standing. The taciturn object

hovered above the tree tops for almost half a min

ute when a beam ofwhite light projected downward

from beneath the disc. At first it gave us the im

pression that it might be the landing light ofa

plane, but we quickly discarded this hypothesis

when five more tongues of light lashed out from the

craft. They moved back and forth across the nebu

lous landscape. It seemed to me that the object was

searching for something on the ground.

"As I watched I was trying to picture the object

as a possible man-made or natural phenomena.

Nothing to my knowledge seemed to fit the des

cription ofwhat we were watching. The sky was

crystal clear and the moon had not yet risen in the

still obscure eastern horizon. The temperature was

a mild 66 degrees.

"Suddenly, without any explanation the beams

of light disappeared. The disc rotated on edge, giv

ing us the illusion ofan extremely elongated ellipse.

Rapidly changing color through the spectrum from

red to a brilliant blue-white, the disc sped off to

ward the south at over 1,000 mph." (38.)

A crude map drawn by Nicoud shows that he and

his friend stopped at the intersection of 29th Street and
Ninth Avenue, and looked east. The UFO was to the

east, on the other side ofthe Braden River, over an "area

of cattle ranches."

Russia.

NORRISTOWN, PA.

TIMES HERALD
0. 26,084

APR 23 1959

); 'Residents of Montgomery "Coun-
ltyj;\Alert 'yourselves. -^Unidentified

called the

H^Gah?eVc^^^^^
ConsliohockS^;wSoiffad Catcom-
panted ,hlmfto;thfi LPl^mouthVal'-'-
ley Shoppltvg'ilenCe^^^fej^;
*-The lounger gamett, "

mysterious"'craft "
ble, above^Hhe'i
travelling ii'pretiy;,rfas]
charging *4the ^Jylpi^
narrow ^'be'am -fro'm'i
beneath it.-"' ;./,>.*

iand

ylts silhouette^s^roufid; Bp-
, parently,,, without/^ wings'1, v>'yand,
jaccording tQ^Gariiett^there**'&

Yuri A. Fomin, pioneer (1956) Russian UFOlogist who was employed by a Moscow
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Technological Institute managed to get two engineers interested in the UFO problem, a B.V. j [

Makarov and a V.M. Gulisov. The three became a team in 1959, giving talks and collecting

UFO reports. j |

There was UFO activity in Russia but data is hard to come by because ofthe state controlled j j

news media. The Fomin team was not publishing anything for foreigners so our sources are, at

best, second and third hand accounts. We do have one for this period documented by a later ] ?

Russian UFOlogist, Felix Y. Zigel. i t

29 April. Selizharovo Station, Kalininskaya oblast, Russia. (6:00 a.m.) f

i

"Expressed mutual amazement."

I

Our source states: i

"On 29 April 19591, Aleksander Borisovich Kadachev, an aviation engineer | f

(graduate ofMAI [Moskovskiy aviatsionnyy institut imeni Sergo Ordzhonikidze: I :
Moscow Aviation Institute imeni Sergo Ordzhonikidze] in 1951), and my father,

Boris Aleksandrovich Kalachev, were hunting in the morning dawn (at 0600 ] f

hours) in the vicinity of Selizharovo Station, Kalininskaya oblast'. At this time, I i
we noticed a strange object suspended in the air. It had an elliptical shape with

the relationship ofthe horizontal and vertical axes of 1/3. The object seemed to

be dark, opaque, but not completely black. Its lower edge, seemingly illuminat- :

ed from below by the sun, was purple. The visible angular dimension ofthe

large half axis was approximately equal to the angular value ofthe sun's disc. f
We observed the object for several minutes and expressed mutual amazement at i

its appearance, after which we entered a forest. Five minutes later, we glanced

back saw that the object had displaced 45 degrees along the horizon and had

climbed upward 30-35 degrees. Its angular dimensions were reduced to one- L

third. It was again stationary at the new place. Again after several minutes,

from the next forest glade we saw that the object had disappeared. t ;
1 i

A.B. Kalachev, Moscow D-423,

Karamyshevskaya Quay 24, Apt. 45." (39.)
i

We have another Russian report, which unfortunately is not as well documented. Unfortunate 4

because it is spectacular. !

"Near panic." r

According to an article in the Italian magazine Oltre II Cielo- Missili & Razzi, a near panic k

had occurred in Russia: "In the spring of 1959 they [UFOs] caused widespread alarm and near

panic among Radar and Air Force personnel when they appeared for more than 24 hours in the j

skies above Sverdlovsh, headquarters ofa Taptical Missile Command." (40.)

Russia and satellite monitoring systems. '

The reader is reminded that back in 1958 Air Force jet pilot Alvin A. Akins told Dr. James
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I McDonald that height-finding radar at Castle AFB, California, keep picking up 'tracks not made
by aircraft," blips moving at Mach 1.5 and at heights .of 50,000 feet which was the limit ofradar

! coverage. Akins claimed that the radar was modified to reach 90,000 feet and that on several

' ' occasions targets were picked up at 70,000 feet going up. (41.)

' It should also be remembered that in June 1957 International Geophysical Year radar in New

I Zealand picked up returns from objects in the ionosphere, some 70 miles high.

! After Sputnik was launched, the need for long range radar became critical. Much ofthis
i activity is highly classified. We do know that the U.S. Navy had its own facility, the Naval

Space Surveillance Center (NAVSPASUR), at Dahlgren, Virginia, that came on line on June
' 1, 1959. (42.) Also, as recently as 1998 Lord Hill-Norton, chief ofthe defense staff for Great

* Britain in the 1970s, questioned the Ministry ofDefense about the activities of an American unit
stationed at an RAF base at Feltwell called the "U.S. 5th Space Surveillance Squadron." The

' impression was that the station was part ofBritain's early warning system against missile attack,
1 but Ministry told Lord Hill-Norton the special U.S. unit was tracking "man-made objects in deep

space." This puzzled the ex-defence chief who knew of no objects in "deep space." (43.)

Russian scientist Rimili Avramenko.

1 With the end ofthe Cold War western journalist gained access to top Russian scientists.

1 Newsman George Knapp tells his experience:

"We were fortunate to establish a working relationship with Russia's

: Academy ofNatural Sciences, which is headed by retired Admiral Valeri

Pirumov. Admiral Pirumov arranged an interview with a scientist named

Rimili Avramenko. Dr. Avramenko is one of the chief engineers in the

i Russian anti-satellite weapon program—their version of SDL

r "Dr. Avramenko is not a ufologist. He has never spoken publicly about

! UFOs to anyone. To my knowledge, he has never granted an interview on

1 this or any other subject. His security clearances are so high that he was
r forbidden to use his real name for much ofhis adult life. When he wanted to

' publish articles in technical or scientific journals, he had to use an alias.

1 "According to Dr. Avramenko, the reality ofUFOs is beyond question.
r In his opinion, and the opinion of unnamed colleagues, UFOs are emissaries

1 of an advanced intelligence, probably extraterrestrial. He says that both the

Russians and the Americans have known this for decades, and that informa

tion from UFO studies has been incorporated into Russian SDI research. He

' even demonstrated a table-top version ofa plasma beam device. He and his

comtemporaries refer to the plasma beam devices as, quote, *the weapon of

i the aliens.'

1 "Dr. Avremenko: 'The first time I saw UFOs was in 1959. I saw it with

radar as it was orbiting Earth. In 1959, the first good radars were made. We

could see for several thousand kilometers. We could see what was happen

ing around the Earth...At that time, satellites were easily countable (we knew

how many there were), but we also saw vehicles whose technical characteris-
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tics we can't match, even now...We saw tens ofthese in 1959, entering and

leaving the Earth's atmosphere.. Surely, the existence ofthese UFOs caused

problems for U.S. defense systems. You were faced with the problem of ! !
separating aggressive vehicles from the unknowns.'" (44.)

Weed out anomalous objects. \ ,

From Reporter Knapp's interview came this information:
I

"Dr. Avramenko told us that the satellite warning systems ofthe US

and Russia no longer detect UFOs because computers on both sides have »•

been programmed to weed out anomalous objects and to focus only on '

those space objects ofknown origin." (45.)

! r

The weeding process became essential after a time because ofthe accumulation of so much j '

"space junk" in orbit over the years and the need to detect incoming missile strikes as quickly as

possible. For others doing scientific work, the need was to speed things up for their own conve- . T

nience. Jacques Vallee recalled one such incident when he first became interested in UFOs: I

"At the time I was a student, had no access to good information, and

could only wonder about government attitudes. I became seriously in

terested in 1961, when I saw French astronomers erase a magnetic tape on

which our satellite-tracking team had recorded eleven data points on an u

unknown flying object which was not an airplane, a balloon, or a known [ •
orbiting craft. 'People would laugh at us ifwe reported this!' was the

answer I was given at the time." (46.) r

i

Dr. Avramenko and the "beam weapon."

Another sensational claim Dr. Avramenko makes concerns the so-called "plasma beam de- \

vice," or as the professor put it, "the weapon ofthe aliens." For one thing, if Dr. Avramenko

was working on Russia's own version of such a device, the information he had, one assumes, r

was not obtained from rumors or fiction books. The mention ofan "alien beam weapon" can L

be found in the sensational debriefing given to Dr. Fontes ofBrazil by two men believed to be

government intelligence agents, back on February 14, 1958. These "agents" claimed some type f
beam weapon existed, a sort of"side effect" ofthe UFO's powerful magnetic field, a kind of [
high frequency ray that could disrupt molecules and interfere with electrical circuits. (47.)

Generally UFO news from Russia deals in extremes. The official government position has i i

often been quite anti-UFO. During the 1959-60 time period when the Fomin team was trying to

gather and disseminate information, the Moscow Planetarium probably caused the loss of many [

valuable UFO reports because of it negative treatment ofthe subject, saying there was no UFO i

problem in answer to numerous inquiries. (48.)

The position ofsome American observatories may not be much different. Jacque Vallee ob- ] z

tained a restricted newsletter published in 1959 by the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory i >

which warned its employees: "It is exceedingly undesirable to become associated with these
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others that a discussion even remotely concerned with UFOs is taking place." (49.)

SETI.

For what its worth, some scientists in 1959 began to take seriously the question, "Are we

alone?" Unlike earlier generations, scientists in the 1950s had the means to possibly answer

that old speculation. Morrision and Cocconi co-authored a paper in 1959 suggesting that one

might detect other civilizations in the universe by monitoring radio frequencies. Frank Drake,

then a young astronomer at the National Radio Astronomy Observatory in Green Bank, West

Virginia, made plans for a search to begin early in 1960. The Search for Extra-Terrestrial

Intelligence (SETI) was launched. Over the years it became increasingly more sophisticated.

Experts working on SETI projects tried hard to keep their distance from the UFO mystery.

For one thing, government funding has always been a problem even though there has been strong

public support.

May.

1 May. The moons ofMars.

During this period some odd speculation came out ofRussia, apparently with the blessing of

top officials ofthe government, since it appeared in a major publication, the Communist youth

paper Komsomohkaya Pravda. A Russian scientist named Shklosky suggested that the two tiny

moons ofMars may be artificial space stations placed in orbit by a race ofMartians now extinct.

Note that Shklosky suggests extinct Martians, thus side stepping the UFO issue.

The April Fool theory.

Reaction in the U.S. to Shklosky's theory was not favorable. (See article on page 22)

5 May. A meeting of "Major Friend's group."

The UFO "problem."

When Major Robert Friend became chief ofproject BLUE BOOK, he apparently assumed the

UFO mystery was as much as a scientific problem as a public relations one. Having a back-

ground in science, Major Friend took an interest in the data. He wanted to look for patterns and

to improve the condition of,the military's files. He even collected an informal group ofad

visors and planned to meet with them on a regular basis. The group consisted of astronomers

J. Allen Hynek and L.V. Robinson, public relations specialist Theodore J. Hieatt, Chaplain

Captain R. Pritz, physicist VJ. Hamdmacher, and psychologist Leroy D. Prigg. These men con-

vened for the first time on May 5,1959, and met monthly thereafter. The purpose ofFriend's

group was to: ".. .review troublesome cases, discern trends, and make suggestions for the future."

(50.)

BLUE BOOK'S policy was to evaluate UFO sightings to see if there was any danger to the

security of the country, and this was done on a case by case basis. The Air Force was not doing

science and gave no indication it wanted to start.
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Russian's

About

iy Jibes Witli!Hoax

Launching: 2 Moons
;A Soviet scientist has advanced

a theory Identical vrftfi

forward as in'April'fool

a U.S: college professor —"that

Mars' I wo tiny moons really
ll lonre launched by Mar*

' tians. ' ;./ ,;.

As far as can be learned, th«T«
is no connection between thetWfc
Despite a belief expressed by one

U.S. scientist that the Russian

also was'joking, a recheck^in

tht.. Observer *'ao t ludicrous

1»ot need to be labeled

So In his Observer he had a'fie*

tttlous Dr. Arthur Ha>all, of an

equally nonexistent University of

Sierras reporting "that the

moons of Mars are actually arti*

4fTh«y are truly space stations

M , , ■ „ In the most elaborate sense of the
Moscow slewed no evldcocc^bf ""

this, " , Ji>L^f3

Dr. Tospf S. Shklovsky made his

statement May I in an interview

In Komsomol Pravda, Communist
Youth League publication. The an

swers were spelled out at length.

Such articles do not ordinarily ajv
pear In the Sm'ict press without

careful checking.

Top Scientist . J-:

Shklovsky is a Soviet scientist
of high repute, noted for historic
oa the origin of planets. ^V;^
The April fool theory came from

Prof. Walter Scott Houston a.rof

Kansas State College, who teachef

English but is a student of astrosf-
omy,. He publishes the

Plains Observer, a mtmthly

letter of the Great Plains Astrono-flite* of the solar system.
mical Society. /? Li.ifoJYO wlellltes are Phobo.s
Houston told Harry Pease, ad^iintfipeimos. Shklovsky said Pho-

ence writer for tb* Mil*wk^^j0n'tbf pa5t fewdccadei has
Journal, be'was bunting for_.wnSlBBBG»^i2i4 degrees ahead of it*
jthlng'for'his April fool edition <rf I calculated position on orbit and

Observer article said.
^Eveh though the race that flung

them so magnificently into orbit

may be dead and gone, they still
orbit as the greatest monument

lo mt^Uifeence nccomplishment yet
known to mankind."

was quoted in Kom.

a.s advancing the

theory "that (he'Wo satellites of

Mars-were launched two or three

billion years ago by Martians oe-
fpreXtHelr race became extinct
from lack of oxygen.
"Shklovsky pointed to two factors

fo^raupport of bis theory—the
rnoorig 'of Mart are small com-f

\Ui other satellites of the
ofijfj they are closer to

tfteir pLarwt than any other satel-

has picked up speed as it movei

neartf to Mara.

.■ Tbe'^SovtetwientW expresietf

belief Phobas may be hollow—and
natural satellites are nolid.

ShWovtky aaid each Mt«ll

may. weigh more than a hundred

million too«t but creation of «och
artificial moons would be posst

blc for beings endowed with res

son. He predicted such giant ar»

iffcial moona will be created for

the esrth within the next few cen
turle*-1 v

American scientists >vho have

commented so far do not think

much of Shklovsky's theory.

"Shklovsky muM have xaid that

with tongue In check, just to «t

what the newspapers wotild make

of it.fl wild Dr. Gerald P. Kuiper,

director of Yerkes Observatory at

Wiiliarps Bay, Wis. "He If much

too brilliant .to, believe such non-

S; C, 6llphci\ a recognized

authority on Mars and now direc

tor emeritus of Lowell Observa

tory at FlagsUff, Arix.» described
Um Russian'! *M»ertion as "sden*

tiflc fiction

I f

f '
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..r It's quite possible Dr. Edward U. Condon,was just repeating something he was told when he

! commented on this evaluation policy years later. Dr. Condon said the Defense Department need

1 only consider UFO reports in the context ofa possible threat, and that ability was already in

. place, within: "... the framework established for intelligence and surveillance operations without

! the continuance of a special unit such as Project BLUE BOOK." (51.) The public relations
1 hassle was one problem Air Force Intelligence didn't want, and by the reasoning set out by Dr.

r Condon's remarks, it was one they shouldn't have to be stuck with. ATIC at Wright Field

[ decided to get out ofthe UFO business. The UFO project would be closed down, or transferred,

if anyone wanted it. The goal was eventually achieved, but it took years.

-T Meanwhile Major Tacker, Pentagon spokesman, continued to insist BLUE BOOK was using

| the "vast resources" ofthe military to investigate UFO reports and was "doing a good job."

BLUE BOOK advisor J. Allen Hynek began to grow restless but he was under contract so he

r kept his opinions to himself. In time, Hynek's contract expired and he felt free to criticize the

; Air Force effort. Hynek charged that BLUE BOOK was:

r "...inept, inefficient, and unscientific: it foiled to investigate significant

1 cases adequately, spending too much time on obvious and routine cases; the

staff was not trained to handle the most rudimentary scientific analyses, yet

it routinely used explanations based on sophisticated scientific knowledge."

(52.)

r Moreover, as historian David Jacobs tells us:

"Hynek complained that time and again his suggestions for improving

r the quality ofBLUE BOOK had gone unheeded, that even he did not have

access to the UFO case files, and that the Air Force did not tell him about

significant UFO reports. BLUE BOOK was a closed system where project

officers only talked to one another and made no attempts to establish work-

i ing relationships with Air Force scientists or with Air Force laboratories."

(53.)

*

[ 8 May.

1 Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania, (about 11:00 p.m.)

i
Noise like 'fire siren.'

j

i The local newspaper informed its readers:

r "A strange object was seen zooming through the skies over the Blooms-

1 burg area last night around eleven o'clock by Mr. and Mrs. Merrill Fox Espy.

"Fox said he was sitting in his living room around that time when he

\ heard a noise like a 'fire siren.' He went outside to investigate and saw an

intensely-lighted, elliptically-shaped object traveling from east to northwest.

"The object, which had a fiery center and a whitish-green halo, was re-

■ ported by Fox to have made four complete circles in approximately seven

1 minutes. He observed the 'thing' through high-powered, night binoculars,
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! I
and by eleven-thirty he noted it was moving away at a high rate of speed I i
in the direction of Williamsport." (54,)

7 May. Over Itapetininga City, Brazil, (night) jl

Flight 152 encounters a luminous ball.

Escobar Faria obtained this report for publication in the UFO-Critical Bulletin:

"On the night ofMay 7,1959, a UFO which crossed the path ofan airliner

was seen by the whole crew and the sighting was confirmed by a control tower

operator. The Convair 340, YRA prefix, was flight No. 152 ofReal Aerovias

Airlines, from the Brazilian Capital Sao Paulo to Londrina City, Parana State.

It took off at 7:33 p.m. carrying passengers and the following crew: Commander

Orlando Ferreira Costa, Co-pilot Braz Briganti Filho, radio-operator Jose Car-

nioto Lavor, and stewardsses Rute Ficco and Colomba Aparecida Venturini.

"It was a calm flight in a cloudless sky without moonlight. The authorized

altitude was 9,000 feet on 'Aerovia Amber 7.' While crossing the Itapetininga

city area the co-pilot called the Captain, pointing out a strange luminous ball

hovering to the right ofJacarezinho city. As the whole crew watched, the UFO

changed color from dull orange to bright red. The object then disappeared, but

suddenly reappeared to the left ofthe same city. Later the UFO disappeared

again, reappearing on the opposite side ofthe airliner. Commander Costa

turned out all ofthe plane lights, and the crew was able to observe the UFO for

several more minutes. The passengers were not notified.

"As the Convair neared Londrina city, Commander Costa ordered the co

pilot to check with the control tower. Sgt. Jaime Correira, on duty in the

tower, replied that he had seen the UFO, and his description tallied. Luis Bento

Coutinho, a driver at the airport, also reported seeing the object. The whole

crew was convinced that the UFO was not any familiar heavenly phenomenon

and 'not any conventional aircraft.' Sgt. Correira, in the control tower, said he

saw the UFO twice and got a good look at it." (55.)

10 May. Adamski to meet the queen.

America's self-styled space expert George Adamski out did all his fellow contactees when

he was granted an hour-long audience with a curious Queen Juliana. The invitation surprised

and shocked people in the Netherlands. (See clipping on page 25)

12 May. Anderson Flues replies to Ruppelt.

In answer to Ruppelt's letter ofApril 21st requesting a statement about his BLUE BOOK tour
ofduty, Anderson Flues shared his thoughts about the Air Force's investigation and its results by

writing a letter in reply on May 12th, A little ofthis has already been discussed. (See page 14)

The critical part ofFlues' letter, as it relates to the "anti-UFO issue," states:

"While we were conducting the investigation, and in my specific case up to

i i
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By TOM ALLEN

NEVER once has George Adamski demanded:
"Take me to your leader!" But he is about to i

meet, by royal invitation, a real Earth-ruler and
tell of his astounding adventures among Martians,
Safurnians and Venusians. (George, as you may

have guessed, is a Californian.)
George, one of Earth's most successful practitioners .

of flying saucery, will be received by Queen Juliana of the \
Netherlands on May a 8 at the royal palace in The Hague. |

tele-"1 iust received a

k phone call out of the blue

from the Queen, saying that
■he wanted to talk to me pri-

T lately," Adamski recounted, be-
. traying less excitement than
ir-when he descubes one of his
j npaceship flights to the unseen
• mde of the moon.

'• k"J hnve been told," he added,
•that the Queen will send a royal

, car to drive me to the palace
. <wlien I get over tKere and that
f the Ulk is to ,be completely
'• private"

' He't Been Token

To Their leader

In the past, Adamski has told
t1t>t being summoned to rendetvous

jfcy Interplanetary mental telegia-
, yphy and whisked away m various

models of flying saucers. Nat-
[ orally, these stpi les have been

t' greeted with doubt by some
Earth!ings '

' Buf*the tale about Adamski's
' • scheduled audience with the

■ Queen of the Netheilands is cer-

r^tainly true A palace spokesman

^confirmed it, admonishing news

men that "it is not for anyone

to inquire into Her Majesty's
reasons Jor doing this "

No official announcement 'of
the Queen's summons has been

(I made
[ana's

in Holland, though. Juli-

advisers appaiently fear

Gamely explaining that Queen
Juliana wants to keep up with
developments in every field, the
palace spokesman added: "The
leception should not be seen, for
example, as an official recogni
tion of Adamski's woik and even
less as an emloisement of what
he may have wntten."

* * ♦

AT 68, Adamskris now engaged
in work cosmically different

from what it was 13 years ago.

lie" was just ano£ner southern
California character then. When
he wasn't selling hamburger* in
a stand at the foot of Mount
Palomar, he was lecturing in re
ligious subjects and philosophy
over Hollywood and Los Angeles
ladio stations.

Now he is in England on a
yea r - long, wot Id- u ide lectui e

tour. In addition to the summit

•conference between Adamski and
the Queen, he u scheduled to give
a public lecture in The Hague on
May 18 and m Amsterdam on

May S2.

He has written, with collabo
ration, two book s: "Flying
Saucers Have Landed" (British
Book Centre, New York, 1953),
which went into six printings
and sold nearly luO.000 copies,
and "Inside the Space Ships"
(Abelard-Schuman,

(that the 'Queen's interest in
Adamski may stir up niemoiies
of a 1956 palace crisis involving

faith healer Greet Hofmans.
Gicet, pictured as a female

Rasputin exerting great influence

New York,

1955), which has sold 45,000
copies and is still selling.

The hamburger stand he once1

worked at has become his head
quarters and has grown into a

tourist attiaction rivaling- the

200-inch "Big Eye" telescope at

____.. ..the top of 6,500-foot Palomar
he Queen, was finally ban- j Mountain. (More than 2,000

ished by Juliana, who lepoitedly
was given the choice between her

'faith healer or her throne. Greet
vanished into obscurity and, as

far as is publicly known, has no
contact with loyal circles

space-gazers gathered at Geoige's
homemade observatory for a con
vention in 1954.)

George, who calls himself a

"philosopher, student, teacher

and saucer researcher," saw his

George Adamiki

first saucer on Oct. 9, 1946. And
one day in 1947 he and some of

his followers counted 184 sauceis
going by in singje file.
But his big moment came in I

1952, when he ... but let
Geoige tell it, as he did in his
fiist book:

4'lt was about 12.30 in the
noon hour on Thuisday, 20 No
vember, 1952, that I first made

personal contact with a man from
another world; He came to Eaith
in his space craft, a flying
saucer. He called it a Scout Shin.
Tbis.took place on the California
desert 10.2 miles from Desert

Center toward Pnrke:, Arizona."
Adamski had wandeied out

into the desert with rfx. compan
ion*. They all saw a *clgav-s"ha-ped

flying7* sauc.Tr, orange Cn top and
silver on the bottom. Then
Gecrge suddenly cried out;
"Someone take me down the

road—quick! [For some reason,

Adamski doesn't di ive a car.l
That ship has come looking for

me and I don't want to keep them
waiting1 Maybe the saucer is al
ready up theie somevtheie—-

afiaid to come down heie wheie-

too many people would see them "
Adamski was taken a vule and

a half down the toad and—as
luck would have it—when he met
the spaceman, theie teas no on*

else a> ound. As a tesultt u-« have

only Geojge's description to go

by.

jQueen Juliana
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until about the end ofJuly of, I believe, 1952,1 had the feeling that the possi
bility definitely existed that we might have been dealing with some form oi
interstellar space objects. However, the crux ofthe matter is that, as you
know within the framework ofour capabilities, we tried to do a pretty thor
ough job of investigation ofthe very best reports. To my knowledge, during
this period ofan extraordinary number, both visual and electronic, even tak
ing into consideration the highly qualified backgrounds ofsome ofthe peo
ple who made visual sightings, there was not one single case which, upon the
closest analysis, could not be logically explained in terms ofsome natural

phenomenan[sic]. , , _ ..
"There were three particular cases which come to mind. I nese were me

Dayton sightings, about which you wrote in your book, the Presque He sight
ing and the Port Huron, Michigan, sighting. At the outset ofthe investiga
tion in each ofthese cases, I felt that they would be insolvable without incor
porating some interstellar space vehicle theory. However, as you know, up
on close analysis they broke down into what always seemed to become a nor
mal pattern. The same thing occurred, ofcourse, when you and Bob Olsen
went to West Palm Beach. Therefore, I must conclude that, since we ex
plained the difficult ones in this manner, ones which were of lesser quality
and which we did not have time to investigate would undoubtedly have fal
len into similar patterns had we had the inclination or the resources to an

alyze them thoroughly." (56.)

Here is what Ruppelt used in the revision ofhis manuscript:

"Flues' statement sums up my beliefs and, I'm quite sure, the beliefs
of everyone who has ever worked on Project SIGN, GRUDGE, or BLUE

"Flues wrote: 'Even taking into consideration the highly qualified
backgrounds ofsome ofthe people who made sightings, there was not
one single case which, upon the closest analysis, could not be logically
explained in terms of some common object or phenomenon.'" (57.)

In his revision Ruppelt follows the Flues quote with a comment aimed at (perhaps)Hynek:

satisfactorily explained." (59.)

Ruppelt then says:

"I think the Case of the Lubbock Lights is an excellent example of this.
It is probably one ofthe most thoroughly investigated reports in the UFO
files and it contained the most precise observational data we ever received.
Scientists from far and near tried to solve it. It remained an 'unknown.
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I "The men who made the original sightings stuck by the case and fur-

\ nished the 'more detailed objective observational data' the Air Force speaks
of.

I "The mysterious lights appeared again and instead of looking for some-

\ thing high in the air they looked for something low and found the solution.

"The world famous Lubbock Lights were night flying moths reflecting

[ the bluish-green light ofa nearby row ofvapor street lights." (60.)

i [
Why moths and not birds?

r

According to researcher David Wheeler, professor Ducker of the original group of witnesses

continued to investigate the Lubbock Lights for some time and convinced himselfthe lights were

birds. Professor Ducker informed Ruppelt and later wondered why the BLUE BOOK chief
didn't use the bird explanation in his book (Ruppelt's first version). (61.) But Ruppelt made it
clear in his first edition he didn't accept the "birds reflecting light from mercury-vapor street

lamps" explanation. (62.) Ruppelt had a second chance to do so in his revised edition, but

chose to use the moth explanation. Ruppelt wrote in his first edition:

r "It is very unfortunate that I can't divulge exactly the way the answer was

l found because it is an interesting story ofhow a scientist set up complete in

strumentation to track down the lights and how he spent several months test-

[ ing theory after theory until he finally hit upon the answer. Telling the story

t would lead to his identity [Apparently it wasn't Ducker] and, in exchange for

his story, I promised the man complete anonymity. But he folly convinced

: me that he had the answer, and after having hundreds ofexplanations ofUFO's,

i I don't convince easily." (63.)

• We are spending some time on this because Ruppelt made the Lubbock case the focus of his
' revision and the prime example ofthe Air Force's "scientific" approach to the UFO problem.

Ruppelt was one of the field investigators ofthe Lubbock Lights so he should be well acquaint-

f ed with the facts. We may be guilty of an "educated assumption of missing data," or some-

[ thing of that sort, but the professors in Lubbock reported (twice) the lights were in a semi
circular formation. The townspeople who reported lights, also said they were in formation,

I either V-shaped or U-shaped. An "educated assumption" is that moths don't fly in formation
1 so how could some insects! explain the Lubbock Lights? (64.)

j ! Ruppelt also wrote Dr. Hynek for a statement. A letter was sent May 1st but the BLUE
' ' BOOK scientific advisor did not get around to answering until May 28th.

r

i 13-14 May. Lisbon, Portugal, (night)

The Flying Saucer Review published:

1 l "Senor Rocha de Souza who was officer ofthe day in the control tower
} of Lisbon Airport on the night ofMay 13-14, this year, observed a bright

i object flying at tremendous speed from south-west to north-east at about

1 1 3,000 feet. '
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"The UFO came from the direction of Serra de Sintra (a mountain—Ed.)

about 12 miles from where Senor de Souza was at Lisbon Airport and travelled

towards a locality known as Charneca, 3 miles distant from Monte Junto (an-

other mountain—Ed.), about 20 miles from the observer.
"Senor de Souza considered the flight ofthe object quite abnormal because

of its horizontal uniformity and constant speed. The head ofthe object looked
like an ellipse probably on account ofthe relative position of the observer and
emitted a bright, white light. A large tail lit by a green and orange light—not

so bright as the one at the head ofthe object—could be seen.

"The object suddenly stopped when about 2 or 3 miles north and climbed
up into the sky to vanish from sight. The observation lasted for 3 minutes.

Senor de Souza is an experienced observer of meteorological phenomena, air-

craft, balloons and artificial satellites. He stated that the object could defi-

nitely not be included in any ofthose categories." (65.)

13 May. Montevideo, Villa Colon, Uruguay. (7:00 p.m.)

"Slow and majestic."

CIOVI, the UFO group in Uruguay, obtained this report:

"Mr. Milton Jaime Lamela and his wife were at the intersection of Garzon

and Duran Streets at 7:00 p.m. Suddenly they noticed a solid object, circular
in form and whose apparent size was 3 or 4 centimeters in diameter. There was

a rotary motion in its lower part in a clockwise directioa The edge ofthe ob
ject was phosphorescent, clear and brilliant. There was a raised central portion
from which emanated a bright reddish glow whose borders shone a bit with a

clearer hue.
"The object flew in a straight line from East to West at an altitude calculated

at 1,500 to 1,700 meters. As it moved away it gave the impression of stopping
'seemingly suspended in the air.' At this moment a red light appeared in the
upper part. The light was intermittent and very intense. The sighting lasted for

around three minutes and the witnesses had ample time (according to Mr. La- ^
mela) to observe the details ofthe disc since its flight was 'slow and majestic.'"

(66.)

13 May. Miami, Florida. (11:30 EST) (night?)

The Air Force suggested this was a very high meteor:

"At 11:30 EST on May 13 I was walking back to my apartment in Coconut
Grove, a southeast section ofMiami. I was looking toward the eastern direction

in the sky when I saw Mt' traveling from east to west over my head. It was vis

ible for about 7 to 10 seconds and I would estimate it went 2 XA to 4 miles in that
time. It looked circular and flat, anywhere from 25 to 35 feet in diameter. It
was a dim white color, the same intensity throughout the entire object. It look
ed like a deacon on a cloud, but there wasn't a cloud in the sky. Neither was

rr
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there any beam of light leading to it." (67.)

14 May. Melbourne, Florida, (about 1:00 a.m.)

"It got very close to the house."

This case may not have anything to do with the Miami report since Melbourne is quite a

distance up the coast near Cape Canaveral. Was a UFO spying on activities at the Cape?
Who can say? The sighting had no trouble being published because ofthe who witnesses

happened to be:

"Melbourne—A brilliant, glowing ball of light that changed colors and pul
sated, and was seen to take on a long conical shape as it made a 40-degree turn

in the sky was witnessed by a Melbourne couple early yesterday morning.

"Mr. and Mrs. Dana Franklin said they saw the object at just about 1 a.m.

from their bedroom window in their Melbourne Village home. Franklin is ad-

vertising representative for the Sentinel-Star in the Melbourne Bureau.

"Having watched the late-late show on television, they were preparing for

bed when Franklin saw the light above the trees from the window, which faces

northeast. He said it was moving very slowly from north to south.

" 'At first I thought it might be an airplane,' he said, 'but there was no noise.

" 'It was a huge, yellow ball, glowing brilliantly and coming slowly toward

the house. In the center was a small fiery red ball,' he said.

"A former pilot, Franklin said from his experience it appeared to be about

600 feet above the ground.

" *I t got very close to the house and then turned at about a 40-degree angle

to the left, toward the southeast, and as it turned the brilliant light went out and

it went into soft colors, like pastels but with more brilliance,' Franklin related.

" 'I saw reds, greens and blues, sort of intermingled, and it was pulsating,

like the colors were contracting and expanding, and all the time it was moving

very slowly, almost at a standstill at times,' he described.

" 'When it turned, it appeared to be a different shape,' he said. 'It was no

longer a roud ball, but with a cigar or conical shape, tapering off at the tail, and

then it put on a little burst of speed.'

"Franklin said it took another slight turn toward the east and then 'rose fast,

almost straight up, going away toward the east, getting smaller and smaller, un-

til all we could see was a white light. When it got way up it gave out a burst of

light and in a couple of seconds disappeared.'

"Two minutes later he heard a rumbling, but said it could have been thunder.

"He said he has seen missiles fired and 'I've seen lots of comets and falling

stars and this wasn't any ofthose. It was 10 to 20 times as bright as a missile at

this distance from the Cape.'

"Mrs. Franklin, too, said it was 'nothing I've ever seen. When it was first

coming toward the house, it was almost the size ofthe full moon.'

"A few minutes later an Eastern Air Lines plane entered the landing pattern

over Melbourne Village.! H.B. Wharton, Eastern's station manager, said there

was no record that a pilot had told of seeing the object but that he would check
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the night shift for any such reports." (68.)

17 May. New Orleans, Louisiana. (9:35 p.m.)

"The sweep ofthe zigzag was four inches."

A Mr. Maynard, a physicist, wrote this letter:

"On the night ofMay 17,1959, the sky over New Orleans was crystal

clear, except for the usual cloudbank that girdles the horizon to an elevation

of about ten degrees. For a few moments I stood in my doorway, after bid

ding my down-stairs neighbor goodnight, and gazed at the Southern sky.

As my friend's door clicked shut, a brilliant, blue-white object flashed into

my view at an elevation of25 degrees, and its diameter was equal to 1/16

inch at arms length. It was a pin-point of light, as it disappeared. Oblate,

as a tilted disk, it was more brilliant than any normal object in the night sky.

(moon, star, planet, or meteor). The sweep ofthe zigzag was four inches at

arms length. My guess is that the altitude was stratospheric (I've seen the

Aurora Borealis). The 15 degrees ofarc were traversed in approximately

two seconds(!). To make it perfectly clear, the object 'hove into sight,'

that is, it was following its flight path and simply moved into my line of

vision. As a physicist, I know that this object could not have been a nat

ural phenomenon, and that no machine built on this earth is capable ofsuch

performance." (69.)

18 May. Girard, Kansas. (2:00 a.m.)

Flying saucer lands on road. Just like Levelland?

Here is the account as it was published in the local paper:

"Flying saucers are making their appearance on the Kansas scene again.

The latest 'sighting' was reported to El Dorado police this morning by a local

resident.

"Jack Sade, whose address was listed only as North Waco, was emphatic,

police said, when he related the following:

"Sade, a transport truck driver, was in the vicinity of Girard, in the south

east corner ofthe state about 2 am today when he sighted an orange colored

disc in the sky.

"Sade told officer Rod Ranney, police dispatcher, that he stopped his truck

to investigate and the object landed on the road about 200 yards in front ofthe

truck.

"It covered both lanes ofthe two lane,road, Sade reported, and stood about

20 feet high. After remaining on the road before Sade's amazed eyes for a

minute or two, the disc changed color from orange to a deep red, rose vertical-

ly and disappeared.

"The report was made to local police at 6:45 a.m. today after Sade com-
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pleted his journey. He asked if there had been any similar reports. Police

said there hadn't been.

"Sade told Ranney he was sure another transport driver saw the object

but that he left as soon as the thing landed." (70.)

18 May. Adamski's big moment.

For over a week a royal row over the invitation extended the American George Adamski was

kept secret. Officials made an all-out bid to get the notorious contactee's visit canceled. Prin

ce Bernard, court members, and cabinet ministers, all tried to get the Queen to change her mind.
Meanwhile the Dutch press kept a discreet silence, hoping the incident would end quietly. When

it became clear the meeting would take place, the press published highly critical comments about

the "Flying Saucer Rider." The Catholic People's Party newspaper was sarcastic, saying it
wasn't against a court jester as long as he didn't pretend to be an astronomer-philosopher. A

correspondent for a London newspaper remarked: "Perhaps this will help her see that this man is

nothing but a crank." (71.)

On May 18th the 68-year-old author of Flying Saucers Have Landed met Queen Juliana at

Soestdijk Palace near Utrecht. The meeting was outside on the lawn ofthe Royal country

retreat, which probably made the occasion less formal. With the Queen was Prince Bernhard,
the Netherlands Air Force Chief of Staff General Heye Schaper, medical expert J. Jongbloed,

civil-aviation expert C. KoltT, and Professor Maarten Rooy, former dean ofDutch journalists..

The meeting lasted an hour. Little detail was provided but one royal spokesman commented: "I

have the impression Adamski had no easy time." (72.) Presumably it was the experts that

made things difficult for the gray-haired man with a melancholy face.

Newsweek magazine had) fun with the story and ended its account with this:

"Dutch officials hope the Adamski affair will blow over. Journalist

Rooy said the Queen had read many books on the subject of space travel

and had merely invited Adamski 'out of human curiosity.' But Adamski

was still around, giving lectures under the sponsorship ofan 'Unidentified

Flying Objects Contact Group' and hinting that Britain's Prince Philip was

interested in having him at Buckingham Palace.

"In London, a court spokesman announced that so far as Philip was con

cerned, Adamski could go to Venus." (73.)

18 May. Lutz, Florida. (11:30 p.m.)

"Ball of fire one-half the, size ofa house.",

This report is so similar to the Melbourne case four days before, it merits a mention on that

basis alone. The witness was a 17-year-old active in the music business. Air Force investiga

tors determined through telephone conversations that the young man appeared sincere. Here is

an Air Force OSI report on the incident:
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"At 2330 hours, 18 May 1959, he turned off his television set and went ,,

into the bedroom, turned out the light, and when glancing out the window (

noticed a 'ball of fire' suspended in the air, approximately tree level height,

around 500 yards from the house. This object was approximately 'one-half j,
the size ofa house' in circumference, and had four golden points protruding j t

evenly from it, with each point being approximately the 'size ofa pine tree.'

He observed this object for approximately ten seconds but did not see any c

motion or hear any noise coming from it. The object gradually faded out ,

and while doing so changed many colors. The points continued to show a

golden color throughout until they too faded from sight." (74.) j -

20 May. NICAP's Richard Hall. <

The permanent secretary ofNICAP gets some attention from his hometown newspaper. (See { t

page 33)
i •

20 May. Near Tres Lomas, Argentina. (5:30 p.m.) i.

UFO flattens grass. ! '

The APRO Bulletin carried this story:

"About seven leagues from Tres Lomas (Argentina) and three from the sta- ;

tion Pehuelches, Antonio Sanchez and Ernesto Fogliani alighted from their car

to hunt rabbits. They were astonished to see a saucer-shaped machine 'the '

height of a person but of large size and silver in color' resting on the ground t *

about 300 meters away. They approached to about 150 meters when the object

rose into the sky and disappeared. After some minutes the witnesses walked to ' '
the spot and saw that the grass was flattened in the shape ofa large oval." (75.) I *

21 May. Brindisi, Italy, (daytime?) T r

Huge "Flying Cigar." .,,

ITALIANS S]EE
This is certainly a curious event and one would really like SPACE 'CIGAR

more details. Dr. Hynek sure did. He scribbled some < • -

notes which are hard to read but the point ofhis message to brindisj, »aiy

Major Friend is clear enough. Hynek wrote that the Brindisi *J™gp !£"""
report sounded a lot like many sightings in France. The hy many' people here

BLUE BOOK scientific advisor wanted information on the fvwt-^The'oC- - - -
weather conditions to see ifthe "thing" was due to a meteor- circle over the town, and then

ological phenomenon. Could the U.S. Air Attache obtain ^ jj£ ^ '_ ^ ^
such information, Dr Hynek asked? (76.) There is nothing A/banian- wast." one

in BLUE BOOK files that indicate that a follow up was done. neSs *Wl
Dr. Hynek wanted to do science and the military could have

cared less. It wasn't the question ofthe reality ofUFOs that

first turned Dr. Hynek against the Air Force, it was the lack of
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Hartford Native Has Role " ■ "1
Tracking Flying Saucers :

I By DAVID GIBSON
j Washington, D. C. — In Northwest Washington
•off Dupont Circje is a distinguished-looking office
j structure faced with light gray stone.

To the right of Its ornate,
Iron grilled front door is a pol-
jlshed brass plaque with these
(words eascribed. National In-
■ vestigations- Committee on
" Aerial Phenomena — Operation
I Skylight.
! More popularly referred to
i as NICAF, the organization, its

office housed on the top floor.
Is one of thousands located In
the nation's capital which has
a point-of-vlew* to sell.

r • • •

UNLIKE SOME, though. Its

! activities and field of Interest
a few years ago caught the pub-

, lio fancy as few others have.

1 Its business: UFOS (un-

iidentified flying objects), or In
more popular language—flying
saucers.

i Hying saucers haven't been
; catching attention the way they

, once did—at least, not so man:
publicized reports are going the
rounds. But this writer found
in his visit that NICAP Is very
actively concerned.

Permanent secretary of
"NICAP la a quiet, red-headed
fellow named Richard Hall, who
is a native of Hartford and
likes to puff on a pipe while
softly pointing out that flying
saucers are not necessarily the

creations of hair-brained ro
manticists and that the Air
Force is being unrealistic in not
allowing a full-fledged, re
putable scientific Investigation
of the phenomena.

■ Dick Hall, whose father once
worked for the Travelers In-
surance Company, came to
Washington last June after
.graduating from Tulane Uni-
.versity with a BA, degree In
philosophy, with a minor in

I mathematics. He was a NICAP
j member while in college and
jcame to Washington on pur-
i pose to work for the organiza-
• tion. -

AS SECRETARY he oversees
NICAP's filing of reports and
membership and putting -out
of Its newsletters and serves as
Intermediary between the board
of governors made up of alr-

, craft and scientific people plus
laymen and subcommittees
spotted throughout the nation
(which screen Information on
J flying saucers and evaluate
them.

1 He points out that NICAP
has two goals: "We want to
encourage congressional hear
ings In the field so a lot of ln-

' formation not made public can
be brought out, and this wUl

bring a real scientific study.
,We want to eliminate some of
the crackpot.ideas going around
about saucers."

Harking.back_.to_an unre-
le'ased Air Force top secret
estimate (1948) that UFOS

are interplanetary vehicles,
Dick Hall cites this as "a big
scientific snafu."

"I got into this because I
think it's one of the most im
portant things happening In
the world today,'' he pointed
out.

* • •

ALTHOUGH NICAP officially
does not hold that saucers are
vehicles from outer space with
advanced creatures at the con
trols — pending release of more

government information—Dick
Hall, and many others In
NICAP sincerely feel at this
point they are.

When the question, wasj

brought up "on wHether saucers!

sighted might be highly secret.:

earth-made research vehicles,

another NICAP representative,

Donald Neill, said:

"This possibility was consid
ered back in the 1940s (whent
saucer reports first became,
widespread), but this would!
mean such a fantastic techni
cal breakthrough, it's effects
would be felt by this time."

Both men also made these1
points:

It's now the general con
sensus among scientists that.

there undoubtedly is intelligent!
.life elsewhere in the universe/
even if not In the solar system,'
of which the earth Is a part, j

j On the other hand, very Ut-|
J tie is known of life forces on
[other planets and in other'
worlds beyond, and so no pre-j
else prejudgment of the valid-'
Ity of saucers, by doubters or
believers, should be made.

i • • •
1 WHEN THE Question was
asked about the possible effect
i—spiritually and otherwise —
■upon people if it was deter
mined that creatures from
other worlds were "looking us
over," Me. Neill expounded this
philosophy:

"I Just think, and so do
.others, that people today are
more sophisticated (referring

to space developments) and
could even accept this within
their religious beliefs."

He feels, for example, that
people would not become hys-|
terical as many became after;
the make-believe "Invasion
from Mars" radiocast by actor

i Orson Welles-in the 1930s.
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a proper scientific approach to the UFO problem that drove him crazy.

22? May. Van Tassel's Fifth Annual Spacecraft Convention. Keyhoe a speaker????

Publicity about Van Tassel's convention appeared in a Riverside newspaper several days

before the event. Note that someone made a horrible mistake and included Donald Keyhoe

as one ofthe notables expected to attend.

Inotables expected

Fans fo Convene
GIANT ROCK, May 22-More

than 10,000 flying saucer fans are

expected to gather at Giant Rock

Airport, 17 miles north of Yucca

Valley, on Saturday and Sunday

for the .Fifth Annual Spacecraft

Convention.

And among those visitors there"
may be a few disguised Venusians

or Martians.

At least that's what George W.
Van Tassel, owner of the airport

and sponsor of the annual affair,

has said in the past.

And since the outer-space folks
have been regular incognito visi

tors to the conventions, there's no

reason why they shouldn't show

up this year.

Tassel has promised a surprise

at this year's event. He has
something important to say about

Venus-Earth relations.

The speaker's roster this year

contains most of the prominent

inter-planetary spacecraft adven

turers.

Among them are Frank Scully

of Palm Springs, Truman Bethu-

rum, Dr. George Hunt William

son, Orfeo Angelucci, Desmond

Leslie, Dan Martin, Brinsley Le

Pour Trench, Dan Fray, ftlaj^

Donald Keyhoe, Ray Palmer and

otnerT \ FALSE
New pictures allegedly taken of

flying saucers all over the world

will be on display and music,

stunts, and demonstrations of ex

tra-sensory perception will be fea- ,

tured. i

The convention is open to the '

public free of charge and camp

grounds are available for house- ■

trailers and refreshments will be

sold; -

Riverside, California

A.M. Daily Enterprise

22? May 1959

I i

Historian David Jacobs was right when he wrote:".. .national UFO organizations had to ex
pend much energy not only disassociating themselves from the contactees but also trying to

correct the publicxonfusion they engendered." (77.)
NICAP's Richard hall was less than happy about the realities ofthe UFO world. He wrote in

1959:

"AFSCA, headed by Gabriel Green (advocate of a naive, something-for-every-

body political party), is obviously well-heeled. Otis T. Carr, who is in the habit of
promising the moon and producing nothing, has also managed to find substantial
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backing - apparently through the illegal sale of stock (he was recently indicted

| in Oklahoma for stock fraud.) George Van Tassell, peddler of 'rejuvenation'
1 by means ofa magical machine, is another who has found support. By contrast,

the serious, factual groups like NICAP suffer constantly from lack of funds to

i operate efficiently." (78.)

r 23-24 May. Fifth Annual Spacecraft Convention at Giant Rock.
i
[

Van Tassell and "Prince Neasom" clash. (See pages 36-37)

! 24 May. Government Station, Baniara Island, Papua, New Guinea. (7-8:15 p.m.)

r "Kaleidoscopic lights."

Prior to May 24th mysterious brilliant sources ofwhite light were seen moving about in the

r night sky over Papua,New Guinea: The lights were dubbed "Tilley Lamps."

; On the 24th, and on other dates thereafter, spectacular colored lights were reported. These

"kaleidoscopic" observations mention the colors white, red, and green, or blue-green. Similar

] multi-colored lights have been reported elsewhere in the world and such lights were associated

with flying objects that made no sound and outperformed aircraft.

In New Guinea on the 24th the witnesses to a "kaleidoscopic" source of light in the sky were

r Mr. Ronald Orwin, the Assistant District Officer, and Mr. Robert L. Smith, a local patrol officer.

| The two men at the time were on an island in Goodenough Bay:

"They had just had dinner and were sitting on the verandah outside the

residence. The weather was clear and the sky full of stars. The time was

7:00 p.m. They noticed a particularly bright bluish star high in the western

[ sky. They thought at first that it was Venus, until they saw that it was mov-

[ ing slowly in a south-west direction. It slowly faded after a few minutes,

until it went right out. Then almost immediately it appeared again, waxing

[ with a bright green light1. Mr. Smith noticed the extremely interesting point
1 that the green light did not appear at exactly the same point where the blue

light had been, but slightly lower, as if from a different position on the ob-

[ ject. He could see no outline ofany craft, but the sky was fairly dark. The

[ green light did not last as long as the blue, but changed through a sort of in
termediate * mauve or orange color' (his words) 'really indescribable' to a

| bright orange red. This only remained for a very short time, like a flash,

i and then went out. Then the original blue light faded on again. The whole

cycle took perhaps three to four minutes, and was repeated over and over

■ again for the duration of the sighting. The object pursued a slow and er-

i ratic course in a general south-west direction, and faded out in the end at a

point over the mountains, somewhere in the neighborhood ofDogura (south

east). It ended with the red-orange flash. It did not reappear. The time of

its disappearance was about 8:15 p.m. The object was observed with the

naked eye only. It made no sound whatever." (79.)

27 May. News of Green's big spacecraft convention.
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TX

Discord Livens Spacecraft Confab

TassellLeery of Prince From far*. Planet

May 24. — They

in droves to hear and gaze

5nd t to MvSnBeifand" they' were

y as the Tifth

"^Annual ' Spacecraft' Convention
■■ came to a close after two days

o„ And those who were not skep-

ftics "saw" outer space visitors

and oohed and aahed at the phe

nomena.

It was a great , day In the

great out-of-doors-at the Giant

Rock Airport 17 miles north ol

Yucca Valley-as thousands of fly

ing saucer enthusiasts gathered

with their portable chairs and

their sunglasses — the better to

observe outer space visitors who
' many swore were there.

AND GEORGE W. Van Tassell,

owner of the airport and,,

sor of the annual affair," *was
harrassed by a visitor from outer

v_space who split the audience into

^ two camps
> £ft Van Tassell's claim to fame

■ygfpes- in his avowed observation

J^ofi flying saucers and his many
^'Interviews with their crews at

^, He was kept busy today trying
_" >, ascertain and to refute the

^claims of a self-styled visitor
' from* the planet Tylhan — which,
the visitor claimed, is eight and a

•thajf light years into the darkness

**pfi space.

'£./ drawing hundreds of space fans
away from the main speaking

platforms was-Tythan's Prince

Neasqm and hta wife, Princess ant

Negonna^Theyt-were garbed in

elaborate'space suits with.n
work designs of crosses; rainbows
and sacred hearts.

PRINCE Neasom, claiming to

be 250 years old — he did have
snaggled teeth — told his fans
that "the-. Master" sent him to

Earth an3 gave him the down*

to-earth name of Lee ChUders.

His wife, Princess Negonna, Is

10 years younger, he said, and

she looked it.

: And the Prince, and his wife
live as common, ordinary earth

people in the town of Toledo,

Ohio. '

But Prince Neasom' spends""a
lot of time traveling and he said

that^e-made his first journey
inU>j-outer space' at the tender

age'vof eight years. His tqeth, he
said, are his second growth.

Prince 'Neasom1 said he had

made many*trlps since He told
his audience that Planet Tythan

has 40 billion Tythanltes on it

and that the animals there all

look like sheep.

TYTHAN'S weather Is much

like that on< earth, said the

prince.

He said a lot of other things

—• things that did not set well

with Van Tassell, the leader of

the flying saucer folk here on

earth.

And Van Tasscll kept his top

aide, Daniel Boone, busy running

back and forth to find out what

the prince was saying.

Boone, who has lived at Gl-

Rodc for six yean, said he
emembered the time some years

back when a flying.saucer landed
on the root of Jefferson Elemen
tary School in Riverside.

VAN TASSELL, who has been

presiding over outer space visi

tors and such earthly things as

gassing up earthly: airplanes at

the airport for 11 years now,

claimed that Prince Neasom was

an Interloper. People from outer

space, he scoffed,-, have good,

strong teeth and they drive —

When they're forced to make

earth their abode—Cadillacs.

Van Tassell said Prince Nea

aom fit neither of these authen

ticities — because didn't the
prince drive some van-like vehi

cle with a foreign car trade

mark on it and didn't the prince

have car trouble three times dur
ing the annual weekend conven
tion.

THIS ATTACK on the slender

prince left not one of his gray

hairs ruffled as he continued with

his talks.

Why, the prince said, he would

prove his point and summon one

of the Hying saucers that he had

been hovering just over the hori*
ion,

As he sent out his call for a

flying saucer to come skimming

ill over the horizon to prove his

point, everyone looked. And

everyone saw It — everyone,

that is, except the die-hard skep

tics and they appeared to be a

minority.

There were a myriad of outer

space adventures told and retold

by the believers.

1 .

i i

ONE MAN^'avowcd he
made 250 trips into the dark

reaches. The first passage, how

ever, left him unaware of what
had happened because he was

not adjusted to such time travel

and he was overwhelmed to1 the

point that he did. not know what

had happened. He made the trips;

with flying saucer friends who

picked him up from time 'to
time.

The spokesman, along with all

the other travelers Into outer

space, found their saucer crews

to be among the friendliest of<
people.

Van Tassell came up with an
amazing project for which the'
crowd expressed not a little en-,

thusiasm. He plan? a four-story!
structure on the desert, he said

to house his "revitalizing" ma

chine which will revitalize Talks

and make them live longer "And

if you're revitalized," he says,

"you can't help but live longer "

There were many farustic

inventions described at the con

vention.

One man had an Invention to

recapture television shows that

had been put into the airwaves

five years ago

Cynics suggested that they'd al

ready seen films on television

that were at least 25 years old

As speakers told of their ex

periences the enthusiasm spread

As the afternoon wore on, many

fingers pointed excitedly toward

each tiny cloud that pushed its

way across the bright sky. They

were clouds — at least — to

the skeptical.

T *

«*•».* S,

Mondqy^/iApyi 25,M9g9- Polly Enterprise '
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CSI New York learned from its west coast sources that saucer enthusiast Gabriel Green was

planning a big indoor spacecraft convention at the posh Statler Hotel in Los Angeles that would
put Van Tassel's desert gatherings at Giant Rock to shame. Green, leader ofthe Amalgamated
Flying Saucer Clubs of America (AFSCA), and who called himselfthe 'Vocal telepathic channel

for the Space Masters and the Great White Brotherhood," invited everyone even remotely con

nected with the UFO mystery. More than 7,000 issues ofAFSCA's UFO bulletin #7, that had
articles promoting the affair, were mailed out to people all over the country. The sheer size of
the event guaranteed good press coverage. The expense involved in all this stunned serious

UFOlogists who had to count their pennies. (80.)

28 May. Dr. Hynek answers Ruppelt.

Back on May 1st Ruppelt wrote BLUE BOOK scientific advisor J. Allen Hynek to ask for

input for the planned revision of The Report on Unidentified Flying Objects. Ruppelt apparently
wondered about the experiences ofthe MOONWATCH teams which Hynek directed. Hynek

dealt with the inquiry about MOONWATCH and then willing threw in some "anti-UFO" re

marks, but he expressed dissatisfaction with the way the Air Force's UFO investigation was be

ing conducted. Hynek wrote: "I still will hold, as I have done in the past, that open ridicule and
a refiisal even to accord a sympathetic look at reports, does not constitute the scientific method."

(See letter on pages 39-40) As one reads the revised book, it is clear that the inclusion of this
quote from Hynek's letter would have meant disaster. Here is the one brief Hynek quote that

was used in the book:

"Dr. J. Allen Hynek, the director ofMOONWATCH wrote to me: 'I can quite

safely say that we have no record ofsightings ofunidentified objects which had

any characteristics different from those ofan orbiting satellite, a slow meteor, or a

suspected plane mistaken for a satellite." (81.)

28 May. San Antonio, Texas. (2:34 a.m.)

A MOONWATCH team and a "very unusual phenomenon."

"Believe it or not," as the old saying goes, on May 28th, the day Hynek wrote Ruppelt to say
MOONWATCH teams weren't seeing anything unusual, something strange happened at Trinity

University.

The MOONWATCH team leader at Trinity University wrote to satellite tracking headquarters

at the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory to report, as they put it, a 'Very unusual pheno

menon." The team was on duty trying to detect satellite "S-59-2" when it happened. The team

leader, Paul L. Seabase, reported:

"...our search was not without incident, for at 02 34 30 U.T. a very unusual

phenomenon occurred. I shall try to describe the situation:

"Two ofour seasoned observers, who were viewing through the only two of

scopes which were fixed on the same point in the sky, namely 85 degrees altitude

at azimuth 180 degrees, simultaneously witnessed U.F.O.'s in a manner that may

be a little difficult to comprehend. That is, one man observed a fleeting object

that cut into the upper left limb ofhis circular telescopic field and after describ-
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SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION

ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY

SECTION OF UPPER ATMOSPHERE STUDIES

ICY OPTICAL SATELLITE TRACKING PROGRAM

00 GARDEN STREET

CAMBRIDGE 36 MASSACHUSETTS pfl MaV 1959

Dr, Edward J. Ruppelt

f 1911 Josie Avenue

I Long Beach 15, California

Dear Ed:

j Sorry to be so late in answering your letter of 1 May. In

i answer, I think I can quite safely say that we have no record of

ever having received from our MOONWATCH teams any reports of

sightings of unidentified objects which had any characteristics
different from those of an orbiting satellite, a alow meteor, or

i of a suspected plane mistaken for a satellite,

MOONWATCH teams are, of course, usually watching only for
[ satellites passing1 at predicted times and I imagine might be
\ reluctant to report anything else, unless it were of a very

definite and most unusual appearance.

Aa far as quoting me in your revision is concerned, I think ' -
I I could eay simply!that I am rather surprised that reported

sightings continue to come in. We all believed, of course, back '
r there in 1947-^8, that this was all post-war craze that would

disappear as quickly as the hula-hoop and many other recent
[ popular pastimes. The fact that it hasn't to me indicated

primarily the great interest in, and even awe for, any events
in the sky. This is all the more so since the advent of the

I Satellite Age. I continue, however, to be surprised also at
1 the uncritical nature of many of the reports; this again to me

implies a strong element of wishful thinking. I believe that
r there is no doubt that many people would honestly like to believe

that outer space is populated and that we are occasionally the
I recipients of visits. And because of continued reports and the

continued Interest, it is clear that the subject of UFO's continues
r to constitute primarily a most interesting public relations problem
I and one that offers a fine chance for the demonstration to the
i public of the operation of the scientific attitude. I still will

hold, as I have done in the past, that open ridicule and a refusal
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Mr. Edward J, Ruppelt - 2 - 28 May 1959

even to accord a 'sympathetic look at rreports, does not constitute

the scientific method and, particularly in this day, I believe it
is important that the public's confidence in science and scientists
be enhanced, by demonstrating to the publio how in the interesting

caoe of UFO'o the eciontifio attitude worko.

Sincerely yours,

J. Allen Hynek

Associate Director

b/
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ing a smooth arc or parabolic path, left the field of view at the lower left limb.

This action took place within an estimated one-tenth second. The observer

was concentrating his attention on the left side ofthe field, at the time, and

was certain only ofwhat transpired on that side ofthe view field." (82.)

The "Farmington maneuver."

Before continuing with Seabase's report, it might help to mention something one could call

the "Farmington maneuver," a UFO flight characteristic which probably first gained notice on

March 17, 1950. On that date, a large group of strange objects were seen darting about in the

sky over Farmington, New Mexico. Occasionally two objects would speed toward each other at

high speed, and when a collision seemed imminent, each object would abruptly make a 90

degree turn. Mr. Seabase reports something very similar:

"Now, here is the unusual twist to the phenomenon: The other observer on

the other telescope which was set to cover the identical field was concentrating

his attention on the right side ofthe field, when he, simultaneously, observed a

similar action at that side of his scope. That is, the object entered the upper

right limb, curved hyperbolically, and then left the field at the lower limb, and

all within a split second oftime.

"Some interesting and pertinent data connected with the phenomenon, as

the accompanying diagram will show, are that both objects had similar, yet

different, paths which were mutually opposed. Also, at no time did their paths

coincide, cross each other, or cross the center ofthe telescopic fields of view.

A study of the diagrams will indicate that if the two diagrams were super im

posed it would appear that the two objects were approximating a collision

course, when, by deliberate control or mutual repulsion they veered off and

went each on his merry way.

"While evaluating this data; it is appropriate that you keep in mind the fact

that both individuals who witnessed this occurrence are well seasoned, well

balanced, and strictly sober observers." (83.) (See drawings below)

no*
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It was estimated that the objects were 250 miles high. In appearance, both objects were grey t

white or from blue white to silver white. (84.)

Late May. Rumor confirmed about a Ruppelt revision. ' 1

Donald Keyhoe had heard talk about Ruppelt doing a rewrite ofhis book The Report on Uni~ \ I

dentified Flying Objects but he wasn't sure until the ex-BLUE BOOK chiefphoned him late in I \

May. Keyhoe found it hard to believe, but it was true. According to Keyhoe, Ruppelt told him

he was: ".. .writing new material, with foil Air Force cooperation." (85.) The NICAP director ! j
was instantly suspicious when heard the words "foil Air Force cooperation" because, as he knew I [
from personal experience, even: "...friendly newspapermen usually are given only statistics and

vague summaries. Certainly no one opposing the Air Force policies has received anything in ;

recent years." (86.) L

"Middle-of-the-road?' I \

In an open letter to Ruppelt written later, Keyhoe says of his late May phone conversation:

i

"When I asked ifyou were getting Air Force cooperation because of a ' L

negative approach, you emphatically said no.

" 'I'm taking the same middle-of-the-road approach,' you said. 'That is,

there's evidence on both sides and I don't know the answer.' " (87.)

An Air Force document makes one wonder. !

An Air Force document dated May 21,1959, discloses that help for Ruppelt was cleared at ,

SAFIS. This document also has two curious changes made in the language.

Paragraph No. 1 has a four letter word crossed out and the word "review" scribbled in. The

last two letters ofthe censored word seem to be "-it," which would suggest that word was edit." .

This would also make sense in the context ofthe rest ofthe sentence. '

Paragraph No.3 has two words obliterated although one can make out "the ing" with

out much trouble. The word "reviewing" has been substituted. A good guess is that the .

missing word is "rewriting." ,

The original words that were crossed out seem to go along with what was said in paragraph

No.3 which states: ".. .close control will be exercised on the Ruppelt manuscript." I
Page two has a curious underlining by Major Sunderman that greatly emphasizes the need for !

Ruppelt not identify himself with ATIC. (88.)

None ofthis proves Ruppelt was a puppet ofthe military, but one wonders. (See document j

on pages 43-44) {

31 May. The Adamski riot. Flying chairs, beer bottles, and cardboard saucers. I

i

A news dispatch said:

!;

"ZURICH: Hundreds ofcardboard flying saucers shot through the air in one j k

of Zurich's biggest conference halls as hundreds of students broke up a lecture

on 'the world in space.'
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Information for Edward J. Ruppelt >•/

SAJIS-J, ATTNi Maj. L. J. Tacker 21 May 1959

X
R J Frtcnd/ao/692l6/Bldg 263

1. On 19 May 1959» Ma'jor Sunderman of SATIS telephoned Major Friend of AFCIN-4E4g
and informed him that the Air Force waa considering providing information to Mr. Biward
J*. Ruppelt, author of "The Report of Unidentified yiying Objeote,- in order that he
might bring his book up to date. Major Sunderman atejted tha> this matter had been
cleared at SATIS and also that the Air Force was to fcfift'She material written by
Ruppelt prior to its release to the publisher.

2. On 20 May 1959, Mr,. Ruppelt telephoned Major Friend and related the following

information:

a. The number of ,UK> reports received during 1955 • 1956. 1557 and 1958. and
the percentage of these which were "unidentified".

b. How the present WO reporting, investigating and analysis system functions.

o, SuDxaary of four reports which oc*uire^'"siace September

3. It is with the understanding that close opntrrt yill be ex^^^k^z^
Ruppelt nanuocript, and that the ATIO will, bft |&lov& in active part in rtldrimttfgr
ihat tbe inclosed information is forwarded io your offioe ijor release to Mr. Ruppelt.
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4* It Is suggested that Mr. Huppelt be advised that, he make his

-aoBoolatlona of the Unidentified Flying Objeota Program with the Air

yoxce and not the Air Technical Intelligence Center7 ~

i i
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UFO Info for

Mr. Ruppelt
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Colonelf USAF
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"The lecture was being given by 68-year-old California-bom Mr. George

Adamski, who claims to have traveled round the moon and spoken to beings

from outer space. \ > t

"Now he is traveling round the world - preaching what he calls his mess

age from space.' .

"He had just started his lecture in Zurich when 300 students from Zurich

University entered the hall and started throwing cardboard saucers used as

stands for beer glasses.
"Several students jumped on to the rostrum and pulled Mr. Adamski from

the microphone.

"Then empty beer bottles started to whiz through the air. One woman

was struck on the back ofthe head and fainted.
"Fighting broke out all over the hall as saucers, beer bottles and chairs

were thrown about.

"One student pulled out a banner bearing in German the Schiller quota

tion: 'With stupidity the gods themselves struggle in vain.'
"A large force ofpolice was called to restore order.

"Mr. George Adamski says he is not giving any more talks on space in

Zurich." (89.)

In fact, George cancelled the rest of his European tour and returned to America.

June.

3 June(29 April) Near Grassy Plains, British Columbia. (10:30 p.m.)

14-foot "Egg." "There is was, right in front of us."

A June 3rd news story told of an incident that was suppose to have occurred a month before.

(See clipping below)

Vanishing 14-Foot'

B.C. Flying Saucer
BURNS LAKE*— Did Alex*] 10.30 pm. April 29. as they

Cillls and Jerry Monkman;dro\c (o .Monknaan's home
rrally see 'a giant fljinclnear Cra$\v Plains 360 miles

parked In front 'of, north o( Vaneomer.

Egg' New

Report

p

truck?

hai's

"We Ju«l tripped a ri«c and

rrfirlcnls of j fhrrg ll was, injhe.

this lonely hushland country

are slill trvinj; to decide more

than a month after the two

made the fighting.

BEEN AT NIGHT .

There are stilt occasional

guffaws when the tale Is told, j

but the men arc deadly serl-j*11"*
ous and have even reported; EN' CENTRE OF ROAD

In.front ot u<" Mnnkmsn told
storekeeper Hugh Nrav*. of

nearby Franco!* [^ke

• H uas about 11 fen arros.v

egC shaped, and there appear

ed to be a light shining

through the lop,' Monkman

the incident to Ihe RC.MP.

They claim their out-ofthls-

world experience happened at

Both men said it was a clear

moonlit night, and lhat the
slate-grey mystery object

was plainly '\lslble In thepy

centre of the road..

After a. few .moments.

h

ItAfter a. fe .

disappeared without a sound,

Jl.jaML lt_mlght have rUen
fi pt& |

Glllis reported the Incident'
(o local RCMP. ' |

Until recently, nriihcr men-1
tloncri U out<lde thctr families f
for fear of ridicule. ^
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5(?) June. "Major Friend's group."

The informal group ofexperts Major Friend organized to meet monthly probably didn't ' ^
have much to say at this time. There were few good reports reported to BLUE BOOK in the

month ofMay, and domestic press reports and overseas sightings were not monitored by the Air

Force. There were exceptions, ofcourse, but not very many. '

{ T

6 June. Arnbem Land, Australia. (10:00 p.m.) I

"On a safari, 7 saw a saucer." ,
i

i

According to the Brisbane Courier Mail: g

"Darwin—Seven people have reported sighting a flying saucer in Arnbem j

Land to the RAAF Command in Darwin.

"And they backed up their claim with a signed and Justice ofthe Peace wit- F

nessed statement. ,

"The statement was handed to RAAF Command yesterday by Darwin Safari

Tours managing director Mr. Allan Stewart and Sydney photographer Ron . .

Jamieson. j ^

"Mr. Stewart said that last Sunday while returning to Nouriange Camp at

10:00 p.ra Sydney photographer Ernie? [not clear in photocopy] Quilland and , ,

Jamieson excitedly told him they had seen a flying saucer. j j
"They saw a reddish object rising very fast to about 50 or 60 degrees above

the horizon. r

"It appeared to hover for 30 seconds then moved upwards again. It stayed ,

in position about five minutes.

"Mr. Stewart said the object lit up [a?] cloud brilliantly. j ;

"Back at the camp, he said, three others safari members, Misses Coral Mas- [ :

on, Lois Fimmuster, and P. Kerr and two natives, Fred and Dolly, also saw the

saucer. [ f

"Mr. Stewart estimated the 'saucer' rose from the plains between East and [ ;

West Alligator rivers. I

" 'I don't claim to know what it was nor will I guess, but it was a strange r

experience,' he said." (90.) [

7 June. Who silenced Capt. Killian? | '

h

Reporter John Lester ofthe Newark Star-Ledger did some investigating and was able to

answer a question that had been asked for some time: Who silenced Capt. Killian? Killian had j ,

been quite active, giving interviews, appearing on various radio programs, and on March 26 i ;
he was scheduled to address a 1,000 people at New York's Hotel Diplomat. The pilot had to

cancel his appearance without really giving a reason why. Eventually it became pretty plain to i I

everyone Killian had been ordered not to say anything more about his UFO sighting. i i

Lester got Capt. Harry Clark, chief pilot for American Airlines, to admit he issued the "sil-

nce order." Capt. Clark denied he was taking orders from the Air Force. (91.) ' '
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11 June. Henderson, Nevada. (7:46 p.m.)

Changed from circular formation, to a straight- line formation, and back to a circular

formatioa (See clipping below)

r

18 Let Vegoi Revlew-Journol Thursday, June 18, 1959

OVER BLACk^MOUNTAlN

Observed by Plant Guards
. HENDERSON -ffJitw^ reports of Unidentified flying object* spot

ted over the Vegas Valley hive- & spec&l interest toJJBdl&ArnoJd
security guard at Titanium Metals Co. ! *$%&■* •^'\*-

Arnold sighted four strange 'objects (lyi^g east of Black Moun^
tain at 7:46 p.m. last week while on duty^^CV $*&**&$'"

He described the objects as loval r'JjL shape pMLsilver-white in
color. During the five minutes thft~ot>)«Ujpfcri .ii/aig>t/they changed
position from a circular formation, to i'^tralghtfUrt? ,foit(>atloni and
back to a circular formation before disappearing. j^h'«JfW

. t ^ftrangest part of the flight to Arnold ,was,the absence '."of any

^Indications .that the objects were constructed -..like Conventional
V aircraft. 5Arnold checked the objects for Identifiable jarta' out, of

" habit/.He served as anti-aircraft gunnery, control otflceiyarid jilane

recognition officer with the pnlted Stale's 'KavyVduringl'bpUulhe
Second-World War and Korean War.- >^Hjj-t. ''^VMTO>;v

. .-aD.S. Haycock, .also (an employee "'at' HtaaiumI."a]M.. observed
■'•the ebjecU when Arnold called his attebfcoVto their flight. ^ V""■

NICAP sent a UFO report form to witness Ed Arnold. He filled out the paper work and also

made a sketch to better illustrate his sighting. (92.) (See sketch on page 48)

NICAP's June Congressional report.

In the June issue ofthe UFO Investigator NICAP listed statements by various members of

Congress. One of the most interesting is Senator Symington's, which seems "pro-UFO" but he

chose his words carefully as anyone aspiring to the White House learns to do. Symington, it

should be noted, had once been Secretary of the Air Force! (See pages 49-50)

13 June. Dr. Charles Sheldeon writes Richard Hall.
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THE

U.F.O. Investigator
FACTS ABOUT FLYING SAUCERS (UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS)

- Publish^ fcy th* National Invtttlgatlont Commlfitt on Amrfol Phanotmna -

Vol. 1, No. 8
June,1959

SEN. SYMINGTON BACKS RIGHT TO UFO FACTS

Sen. Stuart Symington, former Secre*

tary of the Air Force, has *greed with
NICAP oo the need for a new, unbiased
evaluation of Unidentified Flying Ob-
{ecu. Other Congressional statements

oq UFO*, Beat to the Committee, its
affiliate* and individual members, Thow
that the drive for open hearings it rapidly
gaining momentum.

The itateraent by Sen. Symington was

in answer to a query from the New York
City NICAP Affiliate.

"There U little doubt," he said,
"that the American public has sound
reason for being confused about the ex

istence aod nature of these phenomena.

I am certain it would be in die interest

of public undemanding tf a current and
objective eTaluation of this situation

were issued.

"The public should be given all In
formation which would not adversely

affect our national security. There are

undoubtedly some objects observed di
rectly and on radatscopes which are not

subject to positive analysis."

Pnor to this, Sen. Symington had

urged the Senate Space Committee to
make a careful study of the UFOtubject.

(A decision on hearings is still pending.)
Since the senator is a potential presi

dential candidate, bis refusal to accept

the usual official brushoffs is of special

interest.

The other Congressional statements

which follow were made directly to

NICAP Board member*, advisers, af

filiates or individual member*. >

Sen. Barry Goldwattr, Arizona, who
is alto a }*t flying colon*I in the Ait
Pore* Rts*rv*: "Flying saucers, un

identified objects, or whatever you call

them — are real... The Air Force has a

project to investigate these reports, but

when you ask about them they clam up."
Sen. Levtrett T. Saltonstalt, Massa*

cbusttls: As a member of the Senate

Armed Semces Committee chit is a prob

lem in which I am deeply interested...

Te must consider the genuine security

necessities, of course, as I am sure you

appreciate, but I think there are many

cases in which more information should

be made arailable to the public."
Sen. George Smathtrt, Florida: "The

subject of flying saucers is one in which
we all share a great Interest."

Rep. Thomas Ludlow AsbUy, Ohio:

"I share your concern over the secrecy

that continues to shroud out intelligence

activities on this subject, and I am la
complete agreement with you that out

greatest nation*! need at this time U
the dissemination of accurate information
upon which responsible public opinion

"can be formulated." ':" '
Rep, William H. Ayr**, Ohio: "Con

gressional Investigations have been held

and are still being held oo the problems
of unidentified Hying objects... Since
most, of tfa« material presented to the
Committees Is classified, the hearings
are never printed. Vnen conclusions are
reached they will be released If pos*
sible." (NICAP note: This confirms
our claims of official secrecy. Our goal
is the holding of op*n Congressional

hearings.} - '

(continued on page 2)

CONGRESS fnm
Rtp. Dante B, Pate* II, Florida;

"Theft are many areas where unreal*

isdc policy keeps vital information from
the American people. Certainly, accu

rate information concerning so-called

unidentified flying objects, within the

proper bounds of national security, should
be made available immediately to the

American people."
Rep. Fred' Marshall, Minnesota;

"There has been growing Interest In tbt

release of military Information on un-
(tee next column)

UFO INVESTIGATOR

Identified flying objects. ... The sub
ject hat been discussed with appropriate
committees of the Coagress."

Rtp, Walter H. Mo*Her, Ohio; "I

cannot hejp but feel that there may be

some justification behind some of the
UFO reports, I also feel that if there

is any information available within the

Government which has cot been released

to the American public It should be made

known. I have every confidence that

the American people would be able to
take such information without hysteria.
The fear of the unknown Is always greater

than the fear of the known."
Rep. Ralph J, Scott, North Carolina;

"I quite agree with you that the general

public should be allowed information

thus far known about Flying Objects
except, of course, in the case where

they might become unduly alarmed or

panicked by such a revelation, lam sure

you can readily understand and appreci
ate tht seriousness of such a reaction.
If this information could be presented to
the American public in such a way as

to appeal to reason and not to emotion,

I think U would be a good thing."
In addition to these Congressmen

several others hare attempted to secure
answers to key questions from the AL
Force, or have shown more than ordinary
Interest. One Congressman, who may

let his name be used later, sated:
"The public is not getting the straight

story. We (members of Congress) are
told one thing in ctoied-doot sessions.
Then the public is told something entirely

different."
Congressmen whose statements or

actions regarding UFOs are on record

Include:

Rep. A. D. Baumhart, Jr., Ohio,

member of House Space Committee, who

personally investigated the Fitzgerald

(Sheffield Lake, Ohio) case. Rep. Baum

hart indicates a strong, continuing in

terest.

Rep. Samuel N. Friedel, Maryland,
who attempted to secure a "day in court"
for Capt. Peter Killian, after he was
silenced. Rep. Friedel has cooperated
with NICAP in presenting the facts to

the House Space Committee.
Rep. Peter Frelingheusen, New

Jtrsty, who since 1956 bas shown spe

cial interest, questioning the Air Force
o& several key points.

Rep. Leonard G. Wolf, Iowa, member
House Space Committee, who has fre
quently questioned Ai* Force officers
•bout UFOs, indicating he does not

accept the official answers.
Sen. Harry Flood Byrd, Virginia, who

bas sent the AF important questions

from NICAP's Director and several mem

bers.
Sen. Homer Capehart, Indiana, who

held a meeting at his office for a UFO
discussion, mainly an evaluation of a

contactte claim.
Rep. Lee Metcaif, Montana, who se

cured Important admissions from Maj.
Gen. Joe Kelly, which showed official
AF contradictions on UFOs.

Sen. Glenn Beail, Maryland, who bas

recently shown an interest in UFOs and
hat stated that they might be spaceships

from some other planet.

(continued on page JJ
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(continutd front pagt 2\

Resides the Congressmen quoted,

many otbeti are giving serious attention

to the UFO problem and official secrecy.
Tbey constitute a powerful minority, aad

at the present rate of* Increase tbey may

be an actual majority before I960*
This Is a Tltally Important advance

for all of us. It is the culmination of
two years'bard work by tbe NICAP mem*

'bersbip, against strong opposition and

frequent discourageuse nts* To some,

progress may hare seemed slow. But a

showdown now seems enevlcable, through

public Congressional hearings*
Though other UFO groups have given

valuable support, letters and state meats

from Congressmen show chat NICAP's

membership has had the greatest in
fluence.

But that Influence could be far

stronger, if all tbe American members
took part In this struggle. All of tbe $0

States are now represented by NICAP

member** If every one, of a great ma

jority of these members wrote their Coo*

ireumeo urging open UFO bearings, It

would speed action on Capitol Hill.

The main obstacles to public hearings

are the cbulmen of committees! Even

individual Congressmen are subject to

official arguments, but chairmen are

under the heaviest pressure* Following

this article is a fist of chairmen and key

Congressmen to whom you can write*
But it is equally vital to write your own

two Senator! aod tbe Representative of

your district* If you don't know all
three names, ask your local oewspaper

or library.

Several members have asked for a

form letter tbey could send xo Congress
men But such forms usually are ignored*

Also, tbey do not represent each mem

ber's true feelings* Instead, we sug

gest that members indicate their sincere

beliefs as to whether UFO Information i»
being withheld, aad any danger from
such a policy if you agree there is
secrecy* If you wish, you may quote the

NICAP Board of Governors statement

that the AF is withholding UFO infor

mation, and that they consider this a
dangerous policy because the Soviet

might falsely claim tbe "saucers" are
Russian weapons, possibly causing

hysteria io ibis country.

If you believe in UFO reality, then

here are some other points you could
cov er in writing Coagre as men, us! og
evidence from NICAP publications:

1. Verified evidence by pilots, radar-
men, airport tower operators, missile
trackers, etc*, showing that UFO* are

some kind of superior machine under
intelligent control*

2. Tbe fact that official orders com

pel silence by most observers in tbe Air
Force, and in some other Government

agencies.

5. That large sums of taxpayers' mon
ey have been spent—aad are still being

spent—to iavestigate objects which tbe
AF says don't exist* This Includes
hundreds of expensive jet chases of
UFOs and some cases of firing on these

"non-existent objects", by AF pilots.
4. Quotations from any of the Coo*

grew men listed above.

LIST OF KEY CONGRESSMEN

AND SENATORS

Below is a list of key members of
Coagrcss. on Important committees who
should have an Interest la UFOs. Also,
letters to your owa Congressmen aad

Senators, whether tbey are on these com
mittees or not, should be helpful.

U.S. Senote Committees

Aeronautical and Space Sciences:

Sea. Lyndon B. Johasoa (Texas),
Chairman

Sea. Richard B. Russell (Georgia)
Sea. Stuart Symington (Missouri)

Armed Services:
Sea. Richard B. Russell (Georgia),

Cbalrnao
Sea. Harry Flood Byrd (Virginia)

Sen. J. Glenn Beall (Maryland)

Government Operations:

Sea. John L. McClellan (Arkansas),

Chairman

Interior and Insular Affairs:

Sen. Barry Goldwater (Arizona)

Rules and Administration:

Sen. Thomas C. Heonings, Jr. (Mis

souri), Chairman

U.S. House of Representative*

Armed Services:

Rep* Carl Vlnson (Georgia), Chairman

Government Operations;

Rep. John E. Moss (California)

Rep. Dante B. Fascell (Florida)

Science and Astronautics:

Rep* Overton Brooks (Louisiana),

Chairman

Rep'. Leonard G. Volf (Iowa)
Rep. A. D. Baumbert, jr. (Ohio)

Please let us see any answers re

ceived from Senators aad Congressmen.

i '

i I
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Dr. Charles Sheldon no doubt was someone significant. He associated with important people

and had a personal interest in the UFO mystery. It was Dr. Sheldon who apparently vetoed

Keyhoe's appearance before a Senate Subcommittee.briefing on UFOs back on August 6,1958,

and who indorsed the Air Force's claim it was dealing with the UFO problem in a satisfactory

manner. The impression is Dr. Sheldon single-handedly shut down a Congressional inquiry.

In a letter to NICAP secretary Richard Hall, written on June 13, 1959, Dr. Sheldon put to

gether probably the best version ofthe government/military stubborn stand on the UFO problem

which, briefly stated, asserts UFOs "are not a proven threat and Congress has better things to

do." Note that Dr. Sheldon feels the Air Force had done enough UFO investigating, thus its:

"...manpower and material must be devoted to more 'compelling situations.' " (See letter on

pages 52-53)

15? June. Goose Bay AFB, Labrador, Canada. (2:30 a.m.)

Circle-like objects near Goose Field.

Airman Edward Wallen wrote NICAP this letter:

"While stationed at Goose A.F.B. Labrador, I had an occasion to witness

the maneuvers ofsomething fitting the descriptions given in these routine sight

ings. There were several ofus airmen hiking several miles from base, about

2:30 in the morning. T]wo circle-like objects appeared directly overhead and

grew larger then were stationary for about two minutes. Then they made di-

direct, fast movements to the Northwest, going almost out of sight and return

ing to almost the same spot. They did this for approximately 10 minutes. Then,

suddenly they made an extremely fast movement which seemed to be upwards,

and disappeared in a matter ofseconds. This happened in the middle ofJune of

last year, 1959." (93.)

16 June. Youngstown, Ohio. (Five minutes before sunrise)

Two small ones and one,big one.

An item in the Vindicator states:

"Three flying saucers were reported by Mrs. Fred Groza of 7040 Lockwood

Blvd. about five minutes before sunrise today.

"Mrs. Groza said she saw the unidentified objects from the window ofher

home while caring for her young daughter who had been ill during the night.

"A large saucer, according to Mrs. Groza, hovered over two smaller saucers

for about five minutes and then disappeared into the horizon. The two smaller

saucers then disappeared behind the trees." (94.)

16 June. Papua, New Guinea, (no time)

"Brighter than the moon—more like the sun."
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BWUI W. PUCWPBI

1 I

COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND ASTRONAUTICS ^,,.1^ ' l

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

WASHINGTON, D.I j :

June 13, 1959

Mr, Richard Hall
national Investigations Committee

on Aerial phenomena

Washington 6, D. C.

Dear Mr. Hall:

As you may imagine, this committee has a file with a
spread of letters from individuals who want us to undertake
a full scale study of unidentified flying objects. About
the best I can offer is that we will continue to monitor on an
open minded basis any reports which come along.

Periodic rechecks with our chairman and with members of
the committee show no inclination to rearrange a very heavy and
very full schedule of work already undertaken by the committee
for the balance of this year. The UFO problem is only one of
many clamoring for attention, and the committee must ""<*"
its best Judgment in establishing priorities for the use of its
time. So farTthe purported UFO' s have not given any indication
of harming this Nation, while some of the other problems before
the committee do involve clear and present dangers, and also
courses of future policy action with which we can come to more

definite grips.

Your implied vote of no confidence in the integrity or the
open-mindednesa of the Air Force is one with which I disagree.
In a democracy, no institution which our people have created

possible contact with another civiliratlon. Very little else
has been hidden from the Congress, your representatives, and
It is highly unlikely that this could be,

Now as to whether the Air Force has made a completely
exhaustive study of the problem is also a matter of Interpretation.
ffSK «« only one of hundred, of ''mysteries'- l; human
experience. The Air Force, has very urgent key missions. As

t \
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with other mysteries, it seems to me that the limited resources

of manpower and materiel which we have been willing to pay for

can best be devoted to other more compelling situations, once

the UFO18 have been shown to be no current threat, no new foreign
development, and classifiable into categories which can be

recognized as recurring, whether completely explained or not.

tty review of reports and files brings me to the concludion

that the Air Force has reached that stage of Investigation.

There is a broader issue of public Information. I am sure

from personal acquaintance with many of the principals that

those who believe full public disclosure of all files would
hamper Air Force work, violate security on our general air

defense methods, and expose individuals to public ridicule

sincere. 1 am convinced as I previously stated that they

are not holding back a big secret. It may be that this policy
is mistaken in some respects, and Congress is constantly prodding

to minimize unnecessary secrecy* We ran into some similar

problems in our recent study of whether the Soviet Union really

did launch its Mechta asteroid. The amount of controversy

and doubt would have been greatly reduced if it were possible

to release 'the full record of Government information. I think

our members will conclude that the reasons for security were com

pelling in this instance. And though the overwhelming preponderance

of evidence of the actuality of the shot is convincing, there

would even so be some sincere, and even scientifically competent,

men who would disagree with the majority of the scientific

community.

Many things we insist are "facts" are not really as certain

and as Impermeable as we must assume for the sake of convenience

in ordering1 our affairs. This is perhaps why the UFO problem

must remain an open ended one. But it is far from the only

such problem. In an age of rapid change, X am sure that many

other scientific "facts" will turn out to have been merely working
hypotheses which will require revision as new discoveries are

made.

You impute to me the view that UFO1s are Insignificant.

Not at all. I think they are extremely Interesting; I Just

think there are other problems to which many of us must devote

most of our very limited time.

This, I believe, is as far ao I can 'go until there is some
new, now unforeseen development.

Very sincerely,

Charles S. Sheldon IX

Technical Director
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In June the time came for Rev. Cruttwell to make his regular visit to missionary stations in the !
Daga country. These stations were in the mountains where very primitive natives lived in con

trast to the low lands and the coast where the population had more contact with civilization. In j [

fact, the mountain people even spoke a different language. 1 1
Mysterious lights had been seen over the Daga country and Rev. Cruttwell wondered if the

mountain people had noticed anything unusual. He suspected that the lack ofsophistication on | j
the part ofthe natives would work against any invention ofUFO stories. Once in Daga, Rev. i t

made inquiries. He was told an interesting story:

"On Tuesday, June 16,16 mountain people, men, boys and girls, were camp- i i
ing out in the high mountain country, hunting for cuscus, tree kangaroos and rock

wallabies. They were 6,000 feet up in a high valley called Dumura, on the south f
side ofthe range. At about 7:00 p.m. they saw a brilliant light 'like a Tilley l

lamp' but yellow in color. It lit up the whole countryside 'brighter than the moon I
-more like the sun.' It did not seem to be very high. It came from the south-east

and traveled straight overhead until it disappeared in the north-west. It appeared l
to travel 'at the speed ofa firefly.' [Cruttwell comments here] This of course re- ?

fers to apparent speed, not actual speed, which must have been far more rapid far j

fester than a plane. A firefly, being only a few feet up, appears to travel fer faster

than a plane. After it disappeared they heard a single explosion, like a clap of
thunder. The story was told to me by Baredi an intelligent pupil teacher. He said

that they were all very frightened by the light." (95.) [

16 June. Papua, New Guinea, (about 6:30 p.m.) j

A second strange story was told to Rev. Cruttwell. It concerned an experience by the ,

mountain people and it also occurred on the 16 : i

"On the very same night another party ofhunters were encamped at a place f

called Maigwarip at about 7,000 feet on a high mountain-side. The time they I

give as 6:30 p.m., but one must remember that they have no watches, and the

times of their mountain sightings can only be regarded as approximate. They f

saw a dazzling flash like lightning, which blinded them for a moment. Then !
they saw an object moving in the sky from north to south. They describe it as
'like a cricket ball,' smaller than the moon, but much brighter. It started green, i

changed to white and later to red. The color changes were slow and it remain- ■
ed for a long period at the one color. It was dazzlingly bright, and lit up the

whole countryside, and the top ofthe forest with its alternating, green, white I r
and red light. It stayed 'a long time' in the sky and moved slowly. It appeared I [
to rotate as it went (they indicated an anti-clockwise rotation, but I do not know
if that was correct), the rays of light which seemed to radiate from it rotating j

with the object. 1
"The narratorof the sighting, Birioudo, who was one ofthe eye-witnesses,

said that they were all very frightened, but assumed that it must be one of the ! «

fantastic new inventions ofthe white man. It will be noticed that they never I £

attributed them to magic or spirit phenomena. They seem convinced oftheir

objective reality." (96.) ! '
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17 June. Papua, New Guinea. (8:00 p.m.)

"Inside the clouds?'

The lack of air traffic in the area suggests this light source was a UFO. Rev. Cruttwell tells

us:

"On the following night, June 17, another of our pupil teachers, Michael I.

Bumomoi, and his friend Aunak, were out hunting together on Mt Manaman

at about 8,000 feet. At 8:00 p.m. it was cloudy and raining, and they were

camping in a clearing of forest, when they saw a bright light, partly red and

partly white, shoot quickly across the sky. It appeared to be inside the clouds.

They saw it receding through the trees, the branches silhouetted against it as it

went." (97.)

18 June. Piquerobi, Sao Paulo State, Brazil, (no time)

Object with a dome.

News from Brazil:

"Sr. Julio Bariani, Governor of Piquerobi city and county, with several

students traveling on the, road from Santo Anastacio city to Piquerobi, saw a

brightly glowing object quite near the ground. The UFO, like a saucer with a

dome, irradiated an intensely bright light. Before leaving the area, the object

moved violently back and forth frightening the witnesses." (98.)

18 June. Santa Catarina State, Brazil, (about 1:00 p.m.)

Huge, silent, cigar-shaped object.

More news from Brazil:

"At about 1:00 p.m., the children of a primary school 'Machado de Assis'

saw a huge, silent cigar-shaped object approach from the north in the cloudless

sky. Before the UFO disappeared to the south, they called the teachers to

watch. The object zoomed rapidly in an upward curve several times, leaving a

small, whitish trail." (99.)

21 June. Pretoria, South Africa. (8:00 p.m.)

"I was amazed."

Someone sent in an item1 to England's Flying Saucer Review. The editor wrote it up this

way:

"An unnamed housewife, according to the South African Pretoria News of
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June 22, is reported as having said: 'I was amazed to see a saucer-shaped object I I

as big as a house stationary about 15 feet above the ground only a hundred yards J L
away from me.' The time was 8 o'clock on the evening ofJune 21; the place

was the form she and her family are building at The Willows. She added the ;

following details: 'The whole object was bathed in an orange glow which ap- l [
peared to come from inside. It was not the glow ofa normal electric light, but t

similar to the glow ofa dying fire. There was a green light coming from one 5

side but from what I cannot say.1 The huge object hung suspended for a few 4
seconds and then slid off at great speed still only about 15 feet above the ground. f

'I thought that if the object was an aircraft or some other secret craft, it must

surely crash into the nearby hill, but keeping only 15 feet above the ground it

flashed away over the hill and disappeared.' r

"The housewife wished to remain anonymous because she had herself

scoffed at other people who had made similar claims and did not want to suffer I

the same indignity: which goes to prove that you can see the objects even when r

you don't want to." (100.) [

21 June. Papua, New Guinea. (1:00 a.m.) r r

{ f

"Are you quite sure it was a'saucer?'" (See "Report on UFO sighting" on page 57) (101.)

22 June. Salta, Argentina. (8:00 p.m.) ,

Blackout. [

APRO's Argentina representative forwarded this report:
r

"At 8 p.m. a luminous sphere passed above a wide sector between 20 de
Febrero and San Bernardo Hills. Eyewitnesses watched the object travel in a

path from north to south; at the same time every light in the city went out. The j

blackout lasted for several minutes, after which everything went back to nor- [

mal." (102.)

[

23 June. Hennessey, Oklahoma. (9:07 p.m.) [

4
County Superintendent and friend see a flying saucer. I

In spite ofthe cartoon figures the witness in this case was quite serious. (See page 58)

24 June. Burbank, California. (9:25 p.m.)

"It looks like a flying merry-go-round." j I

Hap Heimlick wrote:
I ;

"UFO sighted by two teams ofLittle Leaguers plus their families and friends. 1 1

The two teams were The Pioneers' and 'The Rebels.' They were at Pacific Park
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' 'REPORT ON UFO SIGHTING

Place; Boianai.

Time: 1 a.m. Sunday, 21st June, 1959. '

Weather Conditions: Patches of low cloud, otherwise clear. Moonlight.

Name of Observer; Stephen Moi, Teacher.

Description; (as told to W,B. Gill by the observer 23/6/59 at BoisnAi.

On coming out of the house at one o'clock on Sunday
morning (21st June) I saw a bright light (white) silently coming out
of the sky from a point about a quarter of e mile out to sea,
slightly west of the Boianai station. It descended from what seened
a great height and I watched it for the space of about three minutes
moving and descending eastwards and parallel to the coast. It
stopped at a point a little to the east of the station and at a i-eigh
of about three hundred feet. There it remained stationary for

perhaps half a minute and gradually decreased in 5rili}a?cL.
the shape of an inverted saucer could be discerned, which was
tilted slightly backwards with.part of the base visible. The ofcjec.
then moved upwards and disappeared from view into the clouds.

When first sighted, I thought it to have been a light
similar to iHose dropped by 'planes during the war.

?.<;. Underneath the saucer I sew about four round black spots.

tsgd) Stephen Gill Moi

(OBSERVER)

NOTE: All this imfromation was volunteered without any knowledge
^"previous sightings of UPO's by Stephen, and when que««ned
td Stephen Moi claimed never to have heard

^previous sightings of UPO's by Stephen, and when qu
afterwards, Stephen Moi claimed never to have heard of fiyS
saucers". I asked him if he was quite sure the shape o: tne
object was like an inverted oaucer ar.d was not, for instance,
the shape of a plate, or like a "sixpence", or "like a ball .
He was quite certain in his mind thet it was more like a sauc.r

than anyhting else,

(sgd ) William B. Gill

(REPORTER)

(a)

Rough Bketoh of 'C.F.O. at 300 ft*

\ o)

(o)

-, r hi\i\>. y obaarvor

Elovation -y»v »».' 1"*' "
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COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT

OF KINGFISHER COUNTY. OKLAHOMA

TOM O MCOCe, Ourem*re«O«NT COUNTY COURTHOUSE

LORENC BCHROCOER, DEPUTY

TELEPHONE FR S 3B72 KINOFISHCR, OKLAHOMA

RECi"-:
1381

26 December

Dear Sirst

Yes, I with a witness, Mrs. Jessie Lucille Doerr,

Hennessey, Oklahoma, have seen one of the flying

objects.

The attached sketch from my Kingfisher County,

Oklahoma Teachers' Bulletin of September, 1959,
describes the object we saw on June 23rd, 1959»

I sent items to the newspapers on it..,to see

said items buried in the back pages.

All "unbelievers" will be "believers" once fchey

are initiated into the "club",

I know the object l saw could have been no
earthly object....(l) It traveled too fast
(2) it was oval in form (3) It was apparently
too large, although I have no idea of its

distance from me, could have been hundreds of

miles or only a few miles.

</S 33AD T"S ARTICLE IN "THUS" >UG\ZINE. '/ho

knows why more is not told?

Sincerely,

17

The time was 9:07 j
June 23rd. The object/
waa traveling north v

East of f" /

^hT^t rio
of the object

glowed like a

florescent ^T

lanp. It ws

) high and passed

\ from view in
30

If
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in Burbank, situated under the take-offp^th at Lockheed Airport. The time was

9:25 p.m. j
"Everyone agreed tliat the object was approximately 300 feet over San Fer

nando Road and going West. It was about V% mile from the playing field. It

[ | was already dark, therefore we could see no structure at all. But my wife de-

11 cribed it best when she said, 'It looks like a flying merry-go-round!' A red
light, very similar to an airplane wing light, stood above the center ofthis ob-

[ | ject. There were portholes all lit up from within, traveling in a circle.

11 "This is all that was seen. It was very bright and the portholes traveled
from right to left, slow enough to see that these were definite circular windows.

T I got the feeling of depth behind these holes. It was like looking at a lit-up

L window at night; the same incandescent light from within.

"I stood outside ofmy house later (10:00 p.m.), and saw this object return-

' ing. It was very high and approximately over the Santa Monica Mountains

L following Mulholland Drive. I watched this cross the valley all the way to

ward Pasadena where it couldn't be seen anymore. I watched it constantly to

I see everything possible. Being so far, my glasses didn't bring it as closely as

' I saw it the first time. But its performance was the same. The lighted port
holes traveled in the same circle around the red light. Being so high, I could

see the exact path ofthese windows." (103.) (See drawing on page 60)

26 June. Boianai, Papau, New Guinea.

L Sightings of "men."

j Rev. Cruttwell managed to collect some 70 UFO reports in about a year's time in the territory

11 of Papua. The material was first published in March 1960 in a crude, legal-size paper, limited
r edition. (See reproduction ofcover and index on pages 61-62)

' Without a doubt the excitement reached a peak during a series of sightings beginning on June

.. 26th by Rev. Gill, and many others at the Anglican Mission at Boianai. These sightings, which
i included sightings of "men," form the heart ofRev. Cruttwell's Flying Saucers Over Papua - A

Report on Papuan Unidentified Flying Objects. (104.) (See pages 63-66)

i 26 June. Giwa, Papua, New Guinea, (about 7:30 p.m.)

, "Did you see the American Air Force?"

At the time ofthe Boianai UFO activity, an amazing sighting was made not far away at the

r j village ofGiwa by a Mr. Evenett. He made a report to the District Commissioner. (105.) The

11 official report is less detailed then the account Rev. Cruttwell later obtained, with the exception
of a size estimate by Mr. Evenett At the UFO's closest approach (500 feet up and at an angle

j of45 degrees), Mr. Evenett said he "spanned" (spread?) his hand out in front of him to measure

j the object's size and found that his hand covered about half. (See Rev. Cruttwell's account of

the Evenett sighting on page 67 and a drawing ofthe UFO on page 68) (106.)
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j The conplete object'traveled at about 300 ».p.h. and the light*

rerolred about 20 rerolntions per Kixnite. ;

mst be a la«e well-lit laSrlop or circular^ room with these portholes s

arotuad

wS^ ^^^®&f^^fe
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. ,, by'thV'Rayd." Norman E.G.' Cruttwell, .'
-, M.A. Oxon.,

of the Anglican Mieaion, Menapi,
Papua/New Guinea.
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3. THE FIRST SIGHTING OF 'MEN'.

Ik.

Five days later, on Friday, Juno 26th, the visitors returned in forco.

The astounding events of that night oaused Fr. Gill to write: tho following
letter to the Rev. David Durie, Principal of S. Aldan's College, Fr. Gill's
confidant and friond, who had helped him to study for his Diploma of Education.

Anglican Mission, Bolanai

27/6/59
To the Rev. D. Durio,

Acting Principal,

S. Aldan's College,

DOGURA.

'Dear David,

Life is strange, isn't it? Yesterday I wrote you a letter (which

I still intond sending you) expressing opinions of U.F.O.s. Not less than

24 hours later I have ohanged my views somewhat* Last night wo at Boianai
experienced about four hours of U.F.O. aotivity, and there is no doubt

whatever that they are handled by beings of some kind. At times it was
absolutoly breathtaking. Here is the report. Please pass it round, but

great care must be taken, as I have no other, and this, like the one I made

out re Stephen, will be sent to Nor. I would appreciate it if you could

send the lot back as soon as poso.

Cheers,

Convinced

(signed) BILL.

•P.S. Do you think P. Moresby should know about this? (N. Cruttwell is

at present in the Daga country, and will not be returning homo until July l6th
at the earliest). If peoplo think it worth while, I will stand cost of

radio Conversation if you care to moke out a comprehensive report from the

material on my behalf 1 Its interesting Territory news if nothing else.

W.B.G.<

Thon follows the roport of the events of June 26th exactly as jotted down at

tho time in pencil. I reproduoe the notoa verbatimi-

Rlrtf 26/6/59 ™_ _ „ D»ta (1) U.F.O. BOIANAI

Patches of

low cloud.

Clear over

Dogura

and Henapi

Cloud ceiling

coverod sky

c. 2000 ft.

Claar sky here

heavy cloud

over Dogura

Cloud forning

again

Clouda patchy

Time p.m.

6.45 Sighted bright white light from front door.

Direction N."W.

6.50 Call Stephen and Brio Longford

6.52 Stephen arrives. Confirms not star - like the other
night. Coming closer, not 00 bright. Coming down

Orange? deep yellow? (500' 7

6.55 Send Eric to call people, One object on top, move -
man?

Now 3 men - moving, glowing, doing aonething on deck.

Gone.

7.00 Man 1 and 2,again.

7.04 Gone again.-

7.10 Men 1, 3, 4, 2 (appoared in that order)

Thin eleotrio blue spotlight. Mon gone.

Spotlight still there.

7.12 Mon 1 and 2 appeared - blue light.

7.20 Spotlight off. Men go.

7.20 U.F.O. goos through cloud

8.28 U.F.O. seen by me overhead*
Call station people.

Appeared to descond, get bigger.

Not so big, but seemed nearer than before.

8.29 Second U.F.O. seen over eea, hovering at timos.

8.35 Anothdr one over Wadobuna village
? Another to the east

8.50 Big one stationary and larger - tho original?
Others coming and going through the clouda.

As they descend through oLouds, light to fleeted like

large halo on to cloud - no more than 2000',

probably less*

All U.F.O.s vory clear - satellites?
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PLATE I_.

Shaft of Bluo Light

1 - k "men"

clearly soon in this

order at ?.1O p.m.

(from waist up)
"men" illuainated.

t r

i r

1 .

'HI

A. OBJECT WITH MEN as it appeared

over BOIANAI on 26th Juno 1959-

Tracing of drawing ty tbo Revd« W.B. Gill.

(N.E.G.O

Stephen Oill Hoi Ananias Rarata

Duloie F.Ouyorotu

B. Witnesses drawings (reduced faoslmile)
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9.

9.

9.
9.

10!
10.

10.

10.

05
10

20

30

00

10

30

50

05-

"Mothor Ship" still large, clear, stationary.
Nob. 2, 3, *t gone.

Mothor ehip gone - giving rod light.
No. 1 gono (ovorheatl) into cloud.
"Mother" back.

"Mother" gone across sea to Giwa - white, rod, blue,
gone.

Ovorhoad U.F.O. reappears, is hovoring.
Still thore, stationary.

Hoverins, gone bohind cloud.

Very high, hovoring in clear patch of sky between clouds.

Very ovoroost, no sign of U.FO.

11.04 Boavy rain. I Q A 111 (Wodau language* finished)

Data sheet of observation of U.F.O.s, 6Jt5 to 11.04 p.m. 26/6/59.

Csignod) WILLIAM B. OILL.

Ho appended to this anothor sheet with a sketch of the bbjoct and further

notes, also a sketch map of the area showing the approximate positions of the

U.F.Oa. He added also this noto about tho weather:

"Variablo sky - soattored clouds to clear at first, boconing overcast at 10.10 pm

Approximate height of clouds 2000 ft.

Note. This determined by relationship of clouds to highest point visible of

mountains. As U.F.O.s were ofton below (under) clouds and their glow gave

off a wido halo of light reflected on the elouds, it follows that U.F.O.s

descended to bolow 2000 ft.

Below the drawing are the signatures of the witnosses to each of the four

appearances of the aon. Their n&aes arei

The Rev. William B. 0111.

fltephon Gill Moi, Teachor.

Ananias Raratft, Teacher,

Mrs (Nessio) Moi.

Altogother thore wore 38 witnesses of whom 25 signod the report. Apart from

Tr, Gill himself they included five Papuan toachors and throe modical assistants.

Tho Report speaks for Itself, but eiftor questioning Fr. Oill and several of

tho Papuan witnossee, I have boon able to fill in a certain amount of detail.

Fr. Oill had just had his dinner and came out of the front door of tho Mission

Houoo. Thore is a small patch of lawn, a few trees, including coconut palms

and then a drop of perhaps fifty feot to the shingle boach below.

Ho casually glanced at the sky and lookod for Venus, which was conspicuous

at the tine. In his own words "I saw Venus, but I also saw this sparkling

object which to me was peculiar bocauso it sparkled, and because it was very,

very bright, and it was above Vonus and so that caused mo to watch it for a

while, then I saw it descend towards us".

Stophon Oill Moi, who joinod Fr. Gill a few minutos later, described it as

"shining with a bright white light, like a Tilloy Lamp". Ananias used
exactly tho eano expression. Stephon remarks that it appeared to wax and

wane in brightness, as though it wore approaching and receding. Eventually

it camo quite close, and hovered at a height which Fr. Qill estimates at

between 300 and 400 ft, though ho admits that it was very hard to judge the
altitude at night, not knowing the size of the object. Ho estimates its

apparent dinme tor as about 5 inches at armslongth. Stephen said that if he

put his hand out closed it would cover about half of it.

Fr. Gill states that it changed from a brilliant white light, whon it was far

off, to a dull yellow, or perhaps pale orange, whon it was close. Whon

asked whether ho thought it was metallic, he answored

"Wall, it appoarod,solid, cortainly not transparent or gaseous; we just

assume that it was1metallic from our own exporionce of things that travel

and carry men".

Alll witnesses agree that it was circular, that it had a wide base and- a

narrower upper dock, that it had a type of legs beneath it, that it produced

at times a shaft of blue light' which ehonu upwards into the sky at an angle

of about ^5 degrees (see eketoh) and that the four human figures appeared

on top.
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Two of the witnessed state that they saw abotft four portholes*or windows in

the aide, which they have indicated in their drawings* Those ore not

indicated in Fr* Gill's drawing. Commenting on this ho said "I suw what

appeared to be panels in the aide of ths object, which glowed somewhat

brighter than the rest, but I did not intorprot thorn as portholes. I did
not indicate then in my rough drawing". They were, however, indicated in

a reeonatruoted drawing by the artist of the Australaaian Poet under direct

verbal instructions from Fr. $.11, proving that he had soon and remarked then.

There waa a certain diacrepanoy in the witnesses1 estimate of the nuobor of |

legs, though all agreed that they were in two croupe, Fr. Gill is emphatic L

that thore were four logs, tapering, two at each end, somewhat divergent.

Ho admits that his drawing ie not very skilful, and rofera again to tho . .

drawing in Australasian Post. I

I have reproduced Fr. Gill's drawing and the drawings of three of tho witnesses ' -
for comparison, together with ny own oomposite drtwing which appzirs to eabody -

the trua appearance of the object from tho description of tho witnesses. 1

Here are Fr. Oill's comments on the 'men'i-

"As we watched it (the object) men came out from this object, and appeared ■
on the top of it, on what Boomed to be a deck on top of the huge disc.

There wore four men in all, occasionally two, then one, .then three, then four;

we noted the various times the men appeared. And then later on all thoso 1
witnesses who were quite sure that our records were right, and that they agreod ;

with thorn, and saw tho men at tho same time as I did - were able to sign ' ■

their names ae witnesses of what we assume to be human activity or beings of

some sort on the object itself". , .

"Another peculiar thing was this shaft of blue light, which emanated from
what appeared to be the centre of the deck. The men appeared to be ilium- , 1 ■
inated not only by this light refleoted on them, but also by a sort of glow

which complotely surrounded them as well as the craft* The glow did not

touch them, but there appeared to be a little space between their outline and ! j '
the light. I have tried to indioate this in the drawing. They seemed to

be illuminated in two ways! (a) by reflected light, as men seen working high * ■

up on a building at night caught by the glare of an oxy-acetylene torch, and

(b) by this curious halo which outlined them, following every contour of their ,
figures and yet did not touch them. In fact they seemed to be illuminated ■ <

themselves in the some way as the machine was. j

This is indicated in Fr. Gill'e diagram.

When asked whether he thought they were wearing space suits he replied , -
i i

"I couldn't soy. It may be so, that would soem to be a possible explanation

of the double outline, but I could not see any such suits". ' 1 i

I asked him whethor he could see any details, such aB the colour of thotr

skins. He ropiled that they were too far away to see such details, but that 1 -

he would say they were probably pale. As for the details of thoir bodies, j

all be could be sure of wu that }bey had the outline of normal human beings ( _

from the waist up. Their legs were hidden by the sides of the craft. If

wearing clothes they were very tight fitting* g

Describing the movements of the objects, especially the smallor discs, he ]
said that they woto most erratic. They moved sometimes fast, sometimos >

slowly, approaching and receding, changing direction, evon swinging to and

fro like a pendulum. Ono of tho objocte, apparently tio.l. of tho data (and B.
on the Map) appeared much larger than the othors, and appeared to havo five j -

illuminated panels, or windows, on the visible side. When the first object [

(A. on the Hap) moved away, it appeared to descend in tho direction of j
W&dobuna village, and everyone thought it was going to land. The Papuans

ran down on to the boach, intending to catch it up, but it swoopod up and
away over tho mountains, turning red as it disappeared (W.B.O. and Ananias) . ■ r
It apparently returned, but hovered more to tho west of the station. When /
it finally departed at 9.30, Fr. Gill says it made a slight wavering I ■
movement, and then suddenly shot off at finmonee speed, changing colour to red
and blue groon, and disappeared across the Bay in the direction of Giwa in a
fraction of a second. It jdst diminished to a pin point and vanished, :

In spite of the fantastic speed of thousands of miloe an hour, thore was

no sound. Fr. Gill is emphatic about the absence of sound throughout the i .

whole activity.
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Luckily tho evidence does not depond On Fr. Oill only. Thero is other

corroboration o'f things in the sky over Goodenough Bay at the sane time ao
he was watching them at Boianai.

2j The Evidence of Mr. Ernost Evenott.

It^so happenod that on the night of Friday, 26th Juno, a trader from Samarai,

Mr. 'Ernie' Evohett, was anchoring his little launch Slriue off Qiwa,
oppoaito Boianai, on the north coast of Qoodenough Bay. He had been

lietoning to tho 7 o'clock newa. Here ie his own report of what he saw

(as told personally to mo). At between 7.15 and 7*30 p.m. on 26th June

"I eaw an object approach from a north to north-oast direction. It was

groenish and very bright, with a tail of white firo behind it. It looked

like a shooting star. It descondod quito close to mo, appearing larger and

larger, and slowing down until it hovorod about 500 ft. abovo me at an anglo

of about t+5 degrees.

"The light on it faded out except for the portholes, which were brightly

illuminated. The object hod the silhouette of a rugger football, and had

a kind of ring ;or band round it with ^ or 5 aemi-donod portholos below the
band on the side which I could see. A glow was coming from the portholes.

"From my knowledge of boats I should estimato it as botween 60 and 80 feat
in length. Aftor hovering for about *f minutes, it started to movo again.

As it moved it made three diatinct noises like "W00MP1 W00MP1 WOOMPJ"

It glowed a brilliant greenish white and shot off like a shooting star, at

high speod, disappearing towards tho mountains to t]» west of Boianai.

"I was very frightonod, but I couldn't take my eyes off it, I was ao

fascinated".

Unfortunatoly there seem to have boen no other witnesses, except perhaps

the boat crew. f The Trader did not see it, and when Mr. Evenett told him

about it afterwards he did not bolieve him.

Next day Mr. Evonnett crossed over to Boianai whore ho picked up soao native

pooplo to take into Samarai. Thoy said to him "Taubada (Sir), did you soe
the American Air Force last night? We did at Boianai'.1.

When he arrived at Samarai he first told our Mission Secretary, Ft.Kendall,

about his experience, and later gave an official report to tho District

Commissioner.

His sighting is a remarkable confirmation of Fr. Gill's observations.

Although the craft which ho saw diffors in some respects from Fr. Gill's

(in any case it' couldn't have been tho same craft as the tines are too close)
it was obviously equally 'out of this world*. It is inconceivable that

Fr. Gill and Mr. Evennett, perhaps 15 miles apart, and unknown to each other,

could have invented such similar stories* on the very sane night.

Although the elongated shape of Evennett"s croft, the portholes and the lack

of upper deck suggest a different typo of craft from the Boianai disc, it

nust bo remembered that if seon in perspective from below (**5 degrees) a
dxsc would appear oval in silhouette. The portholes may have boon the

•panels1 of Gill's objoctf and the d«ok nay have been hidden by the steep

angle of sight. Tho discrepancy in estimated else is not significant.

In any case thoro is little doubt that what Mr. Evenett saw was part of

the same floot of aerial vohicles which visited Goodenough Bay that night.

+ and the ld$s may have been rntrnfitflrt, nr invisible
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puts n,.

(Page 2Ja) \ r

Dark band

encircling objeot

<* illuminated

domed portholes

A. U.F.O. of 27th June 1959 at QIWA, 7.15 p.m.

After E. Ev«-nett,

faae Page 21) f

The date on this drawing is wrong. It should be June 26th and not June 27 .

27 June. Near the Abrolhos Rocks, Atlantic Ocean. (7:45 p.m.)

The Brazilian Corvette Bauru and a UFO.

In late June the warship Bauru, under the command of Capt. Mallet Soares, left the port of
Rio de Janeiro to join Brazil's Task Force 12. The Russian submarine Severianka was be
lieved to operating off the Brazilian coast and the High Command ordered the fleet to detect
and track the Communist ship. Brazilian newspapers reported on the submarine chase but
they also heard that the Baruru had experienced an UFO encounter. APRO's top Brazilian
UFO investigator, Dr. Olavo Fontes, immediately contacted the Navy Public Relations De
partment. A spokesman for the department, Commander Telmo Becker, refused to say any
thing to Fontes. Reporters from the major newspapers were not able to do much better. Navy
authorities were forced to admit the incident took place but would not mention any details
since the report on the matter was classified. Dr. Fontes, who had excellent contacts within
the Brazilian Navy, was able to meet with Capt. Soares at his home in Rio's Copacabana dis
trict. Officer Soares was willing to talk. The following is a tape recorded exchange between

Fontes and Soares:

"The UFO was sighted on the night ofJune 27, when my ship was traveling

near the Abrolhos Rocks. The sky was clear, with some haze and scattered
clouds, and we had good visibility. The object was first sighted by the officer
ofthe day at 7:45 p.m., when it was coming towards the ship at high speed.
However, because ofthe unusual characteristics ofthe phenomenon he was

sighting, that officer did not report the fact immediately (as was his duty), but
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called for another officer in order to confirm his observation. He was convinced

that he was seeing one of the so-called 'flying saucers,' and the fear of ridiclue

was the chiefreason behind his prudent attitude. For several minutes, the two

men watched the glowing object moving around the ship at a terrific rate, chang-

course abruptly at almost right angles. It appeared to be continually changing

colors or varying the intensity of its glow, even when it finally came to a stop in

mid-air and became motionless. At this moment the two observers gave the dan-

gal, starting an alarm all over the ship. Every man ran outside to the deck to see

what was happening. Everyone aboard the ship had the chance to watch the

strange luminous object—which remained in sight for about 40 minutes.

"To the naked eye the UFO looked like a star about two to three times

brighter than the planet Venus, but with a light ofreddish color which changed

at regular intervals—from red to orange, to bluish-green and again to red—and

also varied the intensity of its glow.

"Seen through high-power binoculars, the object looked like a luminous

sphere with hazy edges (maybe as a result ofatmospheric turbulence), encircled

by a glowing halo several times larger in diameter which changed its brightness

at regular intervals. The color changes observed were the following: the bluish-

green glow, when present, was seen only at the lateral edges ofthe object; the

central part was red, changing to orange and again to red, but never assuming

the bluish-green hue seen at the periphery.

"When it became clear that we were confronted with an unknown craft, I or-

dered the crew to focus the ship's searchlights in its direction and to transmit a

message through luminous signals. This message included two questions, one

about the identity ofthe UFO and another about its intentions with respect to my

ship; it was sent through the aldis and repeated several times—but there was no

response. The only reaction ofthe object was to move away to a more distant

position. And there it remained, motionless, for a long time. At the end, it

moved away rapidly—along a vertical trajectory—towards the horizon, but dis

appeared before reaching the horizon line.

"The sighting occurred off the Bahia coast near the Abrolhos Rocks. I have

sent a confidential report about the case which is being studied at Navy Head

quarters, Rio de Janeiro. I was informed later that, on the same night ofour

sighting, an unknown object with similar characteristics had been observed over

the town of Ilheus, Bahia. However, I do not yet have the details about that

other sighting." (108.)

A rumor mentioned in the press that the Bauru had picked up the UFO on its radar was not

true, according to Capt. Soares who told Dr. Fontes that no such contact occurred. (109.)

27 June. Boianai, Papua, New Guinea. (6:02-11:05 p.m.)

The most spectacular UFO news ofthe day however was not from Brazil. It was from New

Guinea where Rev. Gill recorded an astonishing event.

"The night they waved."
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THE NIQHP THEY WAVED,

Boianai had not seen the last of "its strange .visitors.' The next evening
they returned even-earlier. * At six o'clock, the sun woul4(JJ»nve only just
gone bohind the. mountains, and tho sky would have still been bright until
half past six. v It would not havo beon really dark until at least b.45 p.m.
This rules out any possibility of the object having been a planet, such as
Venus, whioh would not have been at all bright at euoh an early hour.
Here is Fr. Oill'a report of the happenings of Saturday, 27th June.

"A large U.F*O. was•first sighted by Annie Laurie Borewa, a Papuan medioal . .
^assistant, in apparentthe. same position as last night, Tho time was

about six o'olook",^;.^, ■; iCi - u ,' "-

She oalled 7r. Oill, who'.oame out, at about 6,02 p.m., and saw the object
' for himself. It bad the same appearance as last night's object, but seemed ■
a little smaller, probably,duo to Increased dietanoe.

"I oallod Ananias ond;eeveral others, and we stood in the open to watch.
.-Although the sun had setV it was o.ulte light for the Allowing fifteen minutes,,
:We watched figures appear'on top - four-of thorn - there is no doubt that they .
Wo human. = ThistisTpoesibly.the same object that I took to be the "Mother ,
Ship" last night. ■ Two smaller U.F.O.e were seen at the same time, stationary,

; ono above the- hills ,;west,-. and another overhead.

-'•On the large one twi'of Wie figure's"seemed to bo doing something near the .
-, centre of the deck -they.were pcowionally bonding °ve* *?* raiai£L*$•* ' *
:'a» as though adjusting'or^'setUng up' something .(not visible). One figure .
eeeraed to be etandingi looking down1 at us <a group of about a dozen) .

Fr. Oill, describing this to me afterwards said that the 'man' was standing
with his hands on the 'rail1 looking over, just as one will look over tae
rails of a ship. • Bis roport continues -

"I stretched my arm above my head and waved. , To our surprise the figure did
the same. Ananias waved both arms over hie head, then the two outside .
figures did tho same. , Ananias and self began waving our arc* and all 'our
seemed to wave back. - ' There seemed to be no doubt that owwwmoate ••*•
answered. All the Mission boys made audible gasps <of either joy or surprise

. perhaps both)* .'.*■« >Jm. :*,,1 " , -

"As dark was beginning>Woloee in| I sent Eric Kodawa for a torch, and 1 1

back and forth (in a sideways direction, like a pendulum?.

•Waving by us was repeated, and this was followed by more flashes of the torch,
1 then the V.F.O, began slowly to beoome bigger, apparently oooln6 «.ouf. nr
\ direction. XtkoiMi>:«ft«r pefhaps; half a minute and came on no further.
"After a* further" iwVtorn^ree'minutos*-the; fibres apparently lost interest
in us, for they disappeared below deck. • .

"At-6.25 p.m. two" figures reappeared to carry on with whatever thoy wore doing
before tb? interruption (?). The blue spotlight came on for a few seconds,
twice in succession".,\\t' v". «;/>."* *&&*■ -

their machine made any sound whatsoever. The report continues.

"Tho two other U.r.O.s remained stationary and high up - higher than last
t (?) llr than last night (?)

Tho two other U.r.O.s remained stai
night (?), or smaller than last night. (?)

1O.M) p.m.'

11.

Vl\l HumbJr%n^S!J:V. still present, but Reared some-
P^'.^01^^,;., -observers go to church for Evensong.
p.a.•■ Evensong over, and skycovered with cloud.

Visibility very -poor. No U.F.O.s in sight,
' A"errifil'explosion just outside the ».-l^
Kothing seen. . It could have been on atmospheric,
explosion, as the whole sky was overcast,

* t dropsj'of-rain. J' •
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landed, and rushed out to aee'what'had happened, Ho saw nothing unusual,

but fouqd that the explosion had woken up everyone on the station. Papuans

are not usually woken by the loudost thundor. They are very heavy sleepers,

Eo dosoribed it as

,..-t "a ponetrating earBplitting explosion, not an ordinary thunderclap,

-'v It appeared to bo 3US* outside the window".

Eowovor ho admits that,it may not have had anything to do with tho U.F.O.e.
It must,' howovort'b.e recorded aa one 'of the unusual phenomena of that anating

night. ' '

The faota of this sighting and tho waving by the men and the response to tho
torch signals are fully corroborated by Ananias fiarata, Eric Kodawa, Mrs

(Nossie) Moi, lima Violet and Duleie Freda (Teaohora), and many of the other
witnesses in puvsonal interviews with myself* Thoy havo aleo told tho story

independently to other Papuans, who have passed it on to mo* Thoy are all
most emphatlo about having seen and exchanged signals with the men. Stephen

Moi was not proaont on this oooasion,- as ho had gone to Dogura during the day.

There were many ourious features about tho aaohino and tho mon, whioh are t

'quite inexplioable by tho principles of any known earthly aircraft. They
-might, however, be explicable if we knew tho laws which govern the'propulsion
and operation of these extraordinary oraft. Who wero the 'men1, and where

' did thoy como from? If only wo know, wo should havo solved the mystery of

tho Flying Saucers.

It would bo very intorosting to know the actual sizo of the 'mon1 and their
oachino. Unfortunately , as they did not land, this is very hard to oetimato.

Fr. Gill Gstimates that, assuming tho mon to havo boon of normal size (about
6 ft) tho nachino would have had a diameter of roughly 35 ft at the base and
20 ft on tbo upper 'deek1. Howovor, if this is correct, tho machine must
have boon further away than ho thought, as a width of 5 inchoe at arms length
would give a diometor of nearly 60 ft (incidentally the estimated size of
Mr. Evonnott's objeoOi If tho men wore saaller, the machine must have been
considerably loas than 35 ft., • Howovor, all these ostimatos are more guess

work, and of little soiontifi'o value ^.except as approximations •

Fr. Gill and his 38 witnesses at Boionai, not to mention others who nay have
aeon the objocts independently, wero*not the only people to see strange things
in the sky-that night. . There wero sightings at Giwa, Baniara and Sideia*,

whioh amply confirm that mysterious intelligently controlled flying machines

were visiting Papua on Juno 26-28th 1959* "

27 June. Near Riachuelo, Rio do Norte, Brazil. (11:00 p.m.)

"It suddenly stopped in mid-air at a low altitude."

A Brazilian Army sergeant, Joao Batista da Costa, was driving his station wagon from San

Paulo de Potengi to Riachuelo when he spotted something odd in the heavens. The soldier

pulled over to watch, but the sky show was so strange he wanted other witnesses. He went to a

nearby farm and three men living on the property came outside to see what the excitement was

all about. Their names were: Jose B. Barbosa, Francisco F. Sobrinho, and Edite Machado. A

truck then pulled up. Inside the vehicle were two other men, Antonio N. da Silva and Manoel T.

da Costa. There were now a total of six witnesses.

Here is how Dr. Fontes reported the incident:

"The UAO [UFO] was round-shaped, emitted a red light and seemed to be

made of metal. When it was far from the observers it looked like a kind oftub

but, as it approached, it took the shape ofa saucer with a small cupola (or dome)

on top. It was approaching silently, making no sound. Then it suddenly stop-
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ped in mid-air at a low altitude, illuminating the ground with its strong red

glow. It hovered over the place, motionless, for ten minutes. As it was

close, segeant Joao Batista da Costa decided to make signals with the

station-wagon headlights—but there was no response. The saucer moved

away in a vertical direction, making a noise that seemed identical to that of

a turbo-jet. It was gone in just a few seconds." (110.)

28 June. Boianai, Papua, New Guinea. (6:00-11:30 p.m.)

The third night at Boianai.
I T

1 *

The spectacular UFO visitations lasted three nights at Boianai mission. The notes by Rev. f f

Gill detailing the events fill seven pages of Cruttwell's Flying Saucers Over Papua - A Report

On Papuan Unidentified Flying Objects. 4

The last evening ofUFO activity as described by Rev. Gill is given below and on page 73. f ,

1 *

THIRP NIGHT,.

But before passingon'to'these,' we shall ooaplete the Boianai roporte. For
the mysterious oraft■rsturaed on the Sunday night, 28th $une, the third in ,
Buoooesion, This time they did not porno eo low, nor did the men appear.
But the objoots wer« oor«, numerous* than over. Here Is Fr. Gill's laconic

reP°rt ' , BOIANAI 8IQHTINOS (contd) ' j

Sunday, $8/6/59- 1

6.00 p.d. No sign of U.F.O,
6,*t5 p.m. Only 1 U.F.O, practically overhead. Slightly north. ,

Very high, but oloarly distinguishable, duo to hovering.
(Fr. Gill usos the word 'hover' in the eenso of |
wavering moveoent in a eoall area)

7.JO p.m. Some UtJ\O. - moved to southern position, but still
*-. more..or lees overhead. , '

9.00 p.n. vw 3-U.r.O.B in aBaos.t straight lino + all high, eky clear.
11.00 p.m. ^;8- U.?.0.s" This is the greatest number seon at one time, l

Ono fairly low, but except for occasional 'hover1, no

aotivlty seen on board. # (

Continued on page 73.
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APPROXIMATE POSITION

Kutu River
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^-^3 Boianal
y^l/' Station
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^N Ht. Nuanua N
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11.20 p.m. A sharp metallic and loud bang on Mission House roof,

ae though a piece of metal had dropped from a groat

hoight. No roll of 'object1 down roof elope

aftorwarde. Outside, k U.F.O.a In a circle round

station. All high*

11.30 p.a. To bod, and U.F.O.b still there.

Monday 29/6/59.

Roof examined. Ho apparent sign of mark or dent,

which one might expect from last night's noise.

This appoars to have been the end of the aotivity at Boianai.

Fr. Gill eays that nothing more was seen at Boianai, opart from what
is contained in tho reports.
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Rev. Gill made a list of all the witnesses that were present on the most important evening
which was June 26th. Most ofthe witnesses signed the paper but there was no pressure to do so.

Note that eight had special training. These were not ignorant, impressionable natives. (See

Below)

I
tt SIGlfeP BY lUJOHITY OP WITKE33ES

,J.>t W ! "26/6/59!

atures of WITNESSES 0?

'7 Observed on the night; of 26th Juno, 1959,

■i
atBOIAHAI .PAPUA.

5?

,f/Uliam*te. Gill
/(fluloie Freda Guyorobo - Teacher
V lima Violet Iorore - Teacher

Erie Kodawara

1 Ida Uory Giriebo - Teacher
fLove Daisy Kolauna - Medical Asst
Azmie Laurie Borewa - Uedical A

. LUJLton flaramojal
jbnoa Hudai RaraCo
Anaalaa Earata - Teacher
Lily Davis Kiaiwaxa

-Annie Grace lawelge

.^iaurice Sangford Totianawal
Ronald W.1 K.

Daisy ?Ppnofewa
Nurse Mary Gu&aula
ITazxo Rarata
SranJc Gunu&la
Randolph Gill Eawarev/a
'Kessie Moi
Stephen Gill Uoi - Teacher

Kipling Guveropa - xeachor
Uontague Ti

Carson Klvaua
Cecil Coronal
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The significance ofthe Gill case and why it "lasted until December" (and even beyond).

There is often more to a UFO case than the recording ofa sighting. The investigation,

and debates over the evidence, can take months, or even years! This is especially true of

the events in New Guinea in 1959.

The Gill sightings were a UFO mystery ofthe first rank worthy ofthe authorities' best

efforts. As we shall see, however, the authorities downunder mirrored the actions of the

incomprehensibly inept Americans. Like BLUE BOOK, Australian Air Force Intelligence

was guilty of numerous failings. There was no immediate scrutiny ofUFO reports and in

quiries moved at a snail's pace. There was also a lack ofenthusiasm by persons in positions

of responsibility. The military more than once was "scooped" by civilian UFO societies,

organizations that often conducted better and more complete interviews. In contrast, official

agents used superficial and cavalier methods. Scientific consultants were available but they

were not fully utilized. Staff activity was limited and seemed to be more letter-writing and

filing than field work. The result was a grossly inadequate information input, which made an

understanding of the UFO riddle impossible.

The impact ofthe "men that waved sighting" was not immediately felt because Rev. Gill was

not that eager to go public and Rev. Cruttwell's was not yet ready to publish his New Guinea

case studies.

This is not to say authorities in Canberra had no chance at all to learn about the amazing in

cidents within days. It was one ofthe first failures by the Australians.

The Australian government was aware ofongoing UFO activity in New Guinea prior to the

observations made at Boianai mission. Reports were being forwarded through official channels

on a regular basis by local functionaries. It would have made sense to sent at least one Intelli

gence agent to Papua investigate the situation. Ernest Evenett, it should be remembered,

crossed the bay over to Boianai mission June 27th and discussed his UFO sighting at Giwa with a
Mr. Kendall, the Mission Secretary. In fact, when the trader first stepped ashore the natives told

Evenett about seeing the "American Air Force" the previous evening. Mr. Evenett reported his

Giwa sighting to the District Commissioner but apparent never mentioned anything about Rev.

Gill's experience. A trained agent stationed in the area would probably have found out about

Gill's sensational story without much trouble. Any data gathered at this early date would have

been ofgreat value.

Rev. Gill did not stay long in Papua after his UFO experience. He left for Australia in July

and in that same month released his notes to the press. There is no indication authorities in

Canberra knew anything until then. Its hard to determine just exactly what was going on in the

region. Fortunately with Rev. Gill we have an educated observer that kept good notes.

An even stranger story from Indonesia.

Because this part ofworld does not have good communications and authorities have to give

their attention to more basic matters than UFOs, reliable information is in short supply. Even

those in charge are not always sure what's going on. Air Vice Marshal J. Salatun ofthe Indo

nesia Air Force wrote Dr. Hynek about some curious events alleged to have occurred in his

country.
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The Air Marshal wrote:

i r

"In 1959 a group of small islands in the eastern part ofIndonesia reported j

strange visitors for about one week at a stretch. They were shot at with arrows

by the population, and with a submachine gun and rifles by the local police, I *

without effect. They left tracks approximately 5 yards and then simply vanish- j .

ed. When incidentally a peasant was encircled by several ofthe strange visi

tors, however, he was treated friendly. He was shown a round, small metallic j >

object, like an alarm clock, showing a view ofthe countryside which was other- I ;

wise obscured by surrounding hills ( a kind ofcombination between television

and wide angle binoculars?). | ;

"The episode was closed by the sighting ofan oval-shaped, shining, UFO, |

which left the area by flying low over the sea." (111.) |

r
27-28 June. Buck Nelson's annual Spacecraft Convention. j L

"9,000 hot dogs." ! r

Contactee Buck Nelson ofMountain View, Missouri, really got carried away (financially

speaking) when he planned his two-day gathering on an Ozark mountaintop. Buck must have j *

got too excited over news Gabriel Green was planning a huge Los Angeles Spacecraft Con- j 4
vention for July. Expecting a vast crowd at his ferm in mid-America, Buck ordered 9,000 hot

dogs. |

Only 300 people showed up. 1 :-

Last week in June. Viola, Wisconsin. (10:30 p.m.) j

"It circled, it hovered, it quivered like a jello salad."

I '
It was a warm evening with a relatively mild breeze blowing. There were scattered clouds l,

moving overhead with spots ofopen sky.
Mrs. Clyde Schroeder was walking through her house. She didn't have many lights turned |

on and in the darkness quickly noticed something bright outside. She couldn't see that much I .
through the window so she went out on to the front porch. The porch was about 12 feet above ^

ground level which gave her a good view to the north where the light was coming from. She j

was stunned by what she saw: l *

"This object was most unusual. I have never seen anything like it before j
or since. It was longer than wide and relatively flat. It was a soft golden yel- • ;
low much like a lit light bulb. It moved in a circle, flat with the earth and
covered a field which consists roughly ofthree to five acres. The size of this
object appeared to be ten to twelve feet in,diameter, longer than wide. ' :

"This object stopped behind a row oftrees once when a car appeared on the ,
highway [State Highway 131 ran along the west side ofthe open field]. When i

car came near, the object stopped behind tall popular trees and in a immobile

position, it hovered and rather quivered like a jello salad. When the car had
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gone on, this object started to go in circles again. The object left very myster

iously. All ofa sudden the light was gone. It did not steak off or fell. It was

gone just like a light goes offwhen some one flicks a switch. The object did

not throw offany streaks of light into the air or on the ground. I heard no

noise from it.

"All ofthe time I observed this object it was behind a row oftall popular

trees which are on a line fence bordering our property and the neighbors. It is

approximately 170 feet from the porch where I was standing and the row of

trees. Between the line fence and the neighbors' buildings there is an open,

slanted, hill. It is about 400 feet from the line fence to the neighbors. I could

swear that this object was directly over this open field." (112.)

The Schroeder story is a bizarre account by any measure. BLUE BOOK might have filed

this report in a folder labeled "crackpot," but someone familiar with all the data collected over

the years would find it interesting. The expression "like a light goes offwhen someone flicks a

switch" has been used many times by witnesses. Perhaps the object was circling in that area

waiting for the appearance ofa "cosmic wormhole" so it could cross space and time in a brief

moment. Ifwe had a chance to observe technology a 1,000 years in advance ofour own, would

we have any idea what we were seeing? While we are doing some wild speculating, the feet

that the object was so timid it felt it had to hide from an approaching car, makes one question

another theory about UFOs. Some favor the idea UFOs are demons, but who ever heard of a

timid demon?

(No exact date) June. Gifford Pinchot forest near Troutlake, Washington, (about 8:30 or

9:30 p.m.)

Florescent oval above East Tower.

Two forest service personnel, Jim Doerter and his wife, were assigned duty at a lookout tower

near Troutlake, Washington. It was the beginning ofthe fire season and the pair were required

to begin a smoke watch in a structure called the East Tower on top of a low mountain (altitude

4,400 feet). The Doerters drove their car on Highway 141 which leads to Troutlake, arriving

at the small community at about 8:30 p.m. The exact time is something they don't recall.

East Tower is visible from the highway as one approaches Troutlake. The Doerters ofcourse

glanced at their summer home when it came into view. They were puzzled to see a pale blue

oval mass apparently hovering over the lookout tower. Concerned, the Doerters immediatedly

pulled over and got out their car to observe more carefully. The husband and wife studied the

curious sight. The tower was about two miles as the crow flies from where they were standing.

At that distance, the blue-colored shape seemed to be, according to their estimate, approximately

75 feet above the tower. Again, making an estimate, the Doerters believed the blue thing to be

40 feet in diameter. No sound could be heard. The weather was good and no power lines were

in the area. After five minutes the Doerters drove into Troutlake to get more witnesses. When

they returned, the thing was gone. (113.)

One is tempted to explain this sighting on some sort ofrare natural phenomena, but a month

later, in August, another "thing" would pay a visit to East Tower and it would resemble a huge

symmetrical craft ringed with red and white flashing lights!
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Jim Doerter was so fascinated with his UFO sightings he has made a study ofanomalous
phenomena reports recorded by personnel manning forest service lookout towers (Doerter has

a D.ED, from Pennsylvania State University). . ,

The "smoke watchers" are highly rated observers, and because ofthe isolation these persons | \
have to endure, they must be psychologically stable to a high degree. Many are college grad
uates. The lookout towers offer unlimited visibility ofthe countryside so the surrounding f ,
terrain and any normal activity becomes so familiar anything unusual can be noticed very I •

quickly, but the tower sites are so remote one might think nothing unusual ever happens.

For some lookouts their jobs were not boring at all. Doerter discovered that lookouts have j
reported a number ofanomalies: "...strange balls of light, unfamiliar aircraft shapes, sym

metrical objects with running lights...[and] strange sounds from undetermined sources." (114.) ^ .
Moreover, anomalous objects were observed: "...hovering, moving at unusual speeds, mer- j

ging into each other and on some occasions, disappearing from sight while in plain view (Like L
Mrs. Schroeder's object?)." (115.)

What kind ofobjects can merge, or disappeared while in plain view? Were such objects real

in the first place? Is there a middle ground between reality and something else? t •
Its appropriate to note that the big hit ofthe 1959 television season was a new show—Rod {

Serling's Twilight Zone.
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